Congratulations to the
Cinema Audio Society 2016 Winners
The Revenant

Game of Thrones: “Hardhome”

Outstanding Achievement in
Sound Mixing Motion Picture:
Live Action

Outstanding Achievement in
Sound Mixing Television Series:
One Hour

Production Mixer—Chris Duesterdiek

Production Mixer—Ronan Hill, CAS

Rerecording Mixer—Jon Taylor, CAS

Production Mixer—Richard Dyer, CAS

Rerecording Mixer—Frank Montaño

Rerecording Mixer—Onnalee Blank, CAS

Rerecording Mixer—Randy Thom, CAS

Rerecording Mixer—Mathew Waters, CAS

Scoring Mixer—Conrad Hensel

Foley Mixer—Brett Voss, CAS

ADR Mixer—Michael Miller, CAS
Foley Mixer—Geordy Sincavage

Inside Out
Outstanding Achievement in
Sound Mixing Motion Picture:
Animated
Original Dialogue Mixer—Doc Kane
Rerecording Mixer—Tom Johnson
Rerecording Mixer—Michael Semanick
Scoring Mixer—Joel Iwataki

Modern Family:
“Connection Lost”
Outstanding Achievement in
Sound Mixing Television Series:
Half Hour
Production Mixer—Stephen A. Tibbo, CAS
Rerecording Mixer—Dean Okrand, CAS
Rerecording Mixer—Brian R. Harman, CAS
Rerecording Mixer—David Michael Torres

Foley Mixer—Mary Jo Lang, CAS

Fargo: Season 2, Episode 5,
“The Gift of the Magi”
Outstanding Achievement in
Sound Mixing Television Movie
or Miniseries
Production Mixer—Michael Playfair, CAS
Rerecording Mixer—Kirk Lynds

Live from Lincoln Center:
Danny Elfman’s Music from
the Films of Tim Burton
Outstanding Achievement in
Sound Mixing Television Non-Fiction,
Variety, or Music Series, or Specials
Rerecording Mixer—Ken Hahn, CAS
Production Mixer/House Sound—Paul Bevan

Rerecording Mixer—Martin Lee

Dolby and the double-D symbol are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories. © 2016 Dolby Laboratories, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Dear Friends,

THE PRESIDENT’S LETTER

I’m writing from NYC and it’s a glorious spring day
here as I ponder the great things coming up for the
Cinema Audio Society this year.
We’re preparing for our 3rd Annual Mix Event at
Sony Studios on September 17, co-sponsored with
our friends at the Motion Picture Sound Editors.
Already the conversations are filled with creative
energy regarding the panels, workshops, presentations, and demonstrations. I recommend that you pencil in the date as we had such tremendous response to our last two events and believe this will be a really
exciting expansion. Expect to see the schedule of events in the upcoming issue.
Summer means socializing—it’s been a picnic in the past, and the Board
is entertaining the idea of a beach-themed event as well: please drop us
a note if you’d like to suggest an activity or help with the planning.
This leads me to express a strong sense of excitement as we head into
this time of year. We really benefit with full engagement of the membership. It’s a good time to really consider bringing your talents to committee work with your CAS. There’s great opportunity to contribute
creatively and I urge you to get in touch with us to participate. This can
happen in a variety of ways, but why not drop me a line and let me know
what ideas or interests you have and how we can match it up with our
mission? I would love to hear from you.
Committees put the directives of the organization into practice. I ask
you to give serious thought to joining a committee—if each of us takes
a piece of the work, we all benefit tenfold.
Let’s use 2016 to continue the forward motion of bringing our artistry
to the forefront of filmmaking by connecting, networking, and learning
from each other.
Lastly, a warm welcome to Carol Thomas, our new office manager. She’s
just come aboard and is a welcome addition to the administration.
Warm regards to all,

CINEMA AUDIO SOCIETY
MISSION STATEMENT

To educate and inform the general public and
the motion picture and television industry that
effective sound is achieved by a creative,
artistic and technical blending of diverse sound
elements. To provide the motion picture and
television industry with a progressive society of
master craftsmen specialized in the art of
creative cinematic sound recording. To advance
the specialized field of cinematic sound
recording by exchange of ideas, methods, and
information. To advance the art of auditory
appreciation, and to philanthropically support
those causes dedicated to the sense of hearing.
To institute and maintain high standards of
conduct and craftsmanship among our
members. To aid the motion picture and
television industry in the selection and training
of qualified personnel in the unique field of
cinematic sound recording. To achieve for our
members deserved recognition as major
contributors to the field of motion picture and
television entertainment.

CAS SPRNG 2016
NEW MEMBERS
Active

Rory Ambron CAS
Forrest Brakeman CAS
James Bayard Carey CAS
Sara Evans CAS
Tim Fraser CAS
Nicholas Gotten III CAS
Rodney Gurule CAS
Ben Lowry CAS
Jing Tao CAS
Kirk Lynds CAS
William Macpherson CAS
Antonio Betancourt-Marquez CAS
Rick Santizo CAS
Tony Smyles CAS

Associate

Aaron (Cujo) Cooley
Brian Lahiere
Chris Polczinski
Bryan Rothrock

Student

Mark Ulano CAS
President of the Cinema Audio Society
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Eric Beaudin
Jordan Denton
Kevin Getchius
Henry Godwin III
Garrett Kemp
Antony Lawrence
Kamron Shushtar

Cinematic
quality and
breathless
action”
— THE WASHINGTON POST

/ OUTSTANDING LIMITED SERIES
/ OUTSTANDING SOUND MIXING
AND ALL OTHER CATEGORIES

FROM THE EDITORS...

As we close in on the final weeks of spring,
let’s wrap up the season by meeting this year’s CAS
Award winners. Hear from the people who helped
shape the aural component of these recognized
programs and films, read about the products
recognized for their technical achievement, get a
recap of the awards ceremony, and meet the second
CAS Student Recognition Award recipient, Matt
Yocum.
In addition to the awards, Mark Rozett CAS writes
about the many roles we must fill while on the dub
stage in his article “Alchemy on the Dub Stage: The
Wizardry of Managing Client Expectations,” G. John
Garrett CAS walks us around NAB 2016 in his
“Technically Speaking” column and, as always, you’ll
find submissions from your fellow members in the “Been There Done
That” section and be able to check out some pictures in their “The
Lighter Side” submissions.
The CAS Quarterly is produced as a service to our members on a
voluntary basis. If you are a member and would like to contribute an
article—whether on the production or post-production side—please
let us know. Additionally, we greatly appreciate, and want,
your feedback and suggestions—so send them in! Email us at
CASQuarterly@CinemaAudioSociety.org. And don’t forget that
our sponsors are professionals like you who understand the business
and needs of our industry. We encourage your commitment to them.
Finally, we’d like to welcome aboard Carol Thomas, who recently
assumed the role of office manager.

OFFICERS

President: Mark Ulano CAS
Vice President: Phillip Palmer CAS
Secretary: David J. Bondelevitch CAS
Treasurer: Peter R. Damski CAS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Deb Adair CAS
Bob Bronow CAS
Willie D. Burton CAS
Peter J. Devlin CAS
Tom Fleischman CAS
Edward J. Greene CAS
Tomlinson Holman CAS
Sherry Klein CAS

Mary Jo Lang CAS
Lee Orloff CAS
Lisa Piñero CAS
Glen Trew CAS
Karol Urban CAS MPSE
Steve Venezia CAS
Jeff Wexler CAS

OFFICE MANAGER

Carol Thomas
EDITORS

Matt Foglia CAS
Karol Urban CAS MPSE
PUBLISHER

IngleDodd Media
11661 San Vicente Blvd., Ste. 709
Los Angeles, CA 90049
QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS:

Matt Foglia CAS

Karol Urban CAS MPSE

Cinema Audio Society
827 Hollywood Way #632
Burbank, CA 91505
Phone: 818.752.8624
Fax: 818.752.8624
Email
CASQuarterly@CinemaAudioSociety.org
Website
www.CinemaAudioSociety.org
ADVERTISING:

IngleDodd Media
310.207.4410
CAS@ingledodd.com
www.IngleDoddMedia.com
Photo: ©Ana Gibert 2016

2016 Board of Directors & Past Presidents

From left: Treasurer Peter Damski, Bob Bronow, Secretary David Bondelevitch, Tomlinson
Holman, former President Melissa Hofmann, Mary Jo Lang, Jeff Wexler, former President
Richard Lightstone, current President Mark Ulano, Glen Trew, Sherry Klein, Peter Devlin,
former President Edward Moskowitz, Vice President Phil Palmer, former President Robert
Deschaine, former President Gary Bourgeois, Karol Urban, Steve Venezia. Missing: Deb
Adair, Willie D. Burton, Tom Fleischman, Edward J. Greene, Lee Orloff, and Lisa Piñero.
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Riveting and
superbly acted”
— THE HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

/ OUTSTANDING DRAMA SERIES
/ OUTSTANDING SOUND MIXING
AND ALL OTHER CATEGORIES

NAB

Review 2016
b y G. J ohn Gar r et t CAS

T

he traffic was up at this year’s NAB, with more than 103,000 attendees from 187 countries.
Vendors seemed happy about the crowd this year; maybe production is expanding too. I walked
the show floor for two days and this is what struck me.
There was continuing heavy interest in drones, VR, and several products expanding the application of the GoPro for horizontal and spherical VR, etc. Also, there were plenty of people with
small camera stabilizers, rails, shoes, plates, grips, etc. Freefly even had a head-mounted VR pan/tilt head.
There was one non-sound-related product I had read about and wanted to see: Lytro Cinema. The Lytro
still camera is the first “light field” camera that collects image data in a whole new way so you can refocus
or change the exposure after the fact. Making images at cinema rates involves a huge 755MP sensor and a
400Gb/s pipeline to the cloud. There is no DIT copying data drives in the field, and all the image manipulation can be done on a thin client like your phone, on a Wi-Fi connection. This could eliminate the green
screen altogether, but the prototype is massive.
FOR US SOUNDIES …

GoPro madness

REMOTE AUDIO had some interesting new stuff, including a pair of
20AH lithium batteries with displays, a bell and light system with
recessed switching and confidence
tallies, and an audio breakout for the
ALEXA Mini.
SOUND DEVICES keeps bringing
great tools to the market. The 688
now talks to the SL-6 slot receiver
package with RF scan and receiver
overview pages. Also, now with Dan
Dugan automixing capability.
8
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MOZEGEAR had their compact
tools including the PIP Phantom
power supply, Mini Papi Mic preamp
with phantom and the 2XG 2ch preamp with up to 28dB of gain, with
phantom or T power.

AZDEN $200 Wi-Fi-based digital
wireless mic, the Pro XD. Designed
for 30-40 feet of range, I can see
video bloggers, YouTube, and even
local news producers spending money
on wireless.

K-TEK had their usual complement
of fishpoles, including a chroma key
green model, their Stingray bags and
harness, and nice rubber cases for
Zaxcom ERX receivers, and they’re
reintroducing counterweights for
their poles.

SENNHEISER has a new slot
receiver, the 6042 will receive any two
Sennheiser transmitters ever made,
doing analog/digital simultaneously,
and Lectro transmitters in Sennheiser
compatability mode. Wideband too,
from 470 MHz-654 MHz.

CAS QUARTERLY

Freefly heat-mounted
controller 2

Freefly heat-mounted
controller 1

Azden wireless

Remote Audio ALEXA Mini
Remote Audio batteries

Remote Audio bells

SD688 RX scan
SD688 RX status

The Aaton Cantar X3 was in town,
featuring 24-track recording, 56 analog and digital inputs and 52 outputs
(thanks to Dante). It can record
simultaneously to four media destinations and has a ten-channel mixer
built in. The routing and flexibility
are mind-boggling.
SKB had a couple of interesting
cases. The 1SKB-R102 that fits a
rack mount mixer with a riser rack
and sits on the 1SKB-R1906, a larger rack case on wheels. Another, the
3i-2011-7B-TR, looks like a utility
10
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sound person’s dream or nightmare,
depending on how you work.
ZAXCOM had several new products at the show, beginning with
the just-announced Deva 24. It
will record 24 tracks, has eight mic
pres, 16 analog and 16 AES inputs,
with a very Deva-like feel to the
user interface. The front panel is
detatchable, for backpack work or
flexible cart options. The companion Mix-16 will have an option for
Dante-AES converters.

CAS QUARTERLY

There was the TRXFB3 TRX
transmitter with improved 2.4 GHz
receiver for talent IFB all in one
box, which looks like it could see a
lot of use in news applications.
The new Zaxcom HD transmitters
were on display, which allow for up
to ten wireless channels in 1 MHz
of spectrum. The new modulation
scheme works with existing receivers
in single-channel mode (for now) at
five channels per MHz and results in
a significant increase in range as well.

WISYCOM was showing off their MTB40S
plug-on transmitter with phantom. Gerry
Formicola, hand model.
Shure MXA310

SHURE had two very impressive conference
mic products. The MXA810 is an eightelement ceiling mounted steerable array, and
the MXA310 is four-element steerable array
for the tabletop. Both auto mixed, with software for tuning patterns and customizing your
setup. The demo was quite convincing.

Mozegear Pip
Mozegear Mini

TIMECODE SYSTEMS was showing a GUI
that runs a Sound Devices 688 and integrates
their product as well as their new SyncBack
for timecode sync of GoPro cameras. This will
have an impact in the multi-camera GoPro
production world.
LECTROSONICS had their SRC line of slot
receivers at the show, as well as the wide-tuning
HMa plug-on transmitter, which was announced
in January. There’s now a 12-slot 1RU charger
for SSM batteries and they’ve updated their
nice Wireless Designer software, too.

Lectro SSM charger

RDL has a line of Dante interface boxes that
looks pretty interesting, from bidirectional
mic/line converters to one-way devices, some
with VCA control, and converters from Dante
to/from their own Format-A.
Lectro HMa

Lectro SRC5p

SANKEN was featuring their CSS50, a short
stereo shotgun with mono, narrow, and wide
stereo output, which was lightweight and
sounded very nice. $1,795 MSRP
EARTHWORKS had a pair of great-sounding large diaphragm mics that they’re planning
to price around $1,700. They have also managed to take most of the “table thunk” out of
boundary mics with their IMB30 boundary mic.

Earthworks

CEDAR has introduced their DNS 2, a portable two-channel noise-reduction system for
field use. There was a lot of interest from field
mixers. At $4,000 MSRP, it may be more of a
rental item, but a potential game-changer.

Cedar DNS 2

Thanks to innovators like these, the world of
sound keeps getting more interesting—and
maybe even better!
12
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Get more work done, faster, and deliver ahead of schedule with
our comprehensive suite of post production solutions. Includes
RX 5 Advanced Audio Editor, RX Final Mix, RX Loudness Control,
Insight, and special partner products and videos.

Now available at www.izotope.com/rxsuite

CINEMA AUDIO SOCIETY AWARDS:

A Night of Excellence

Edison Kinetophone circa 1894

b y K a r ol U rb a n C AS MP S E

T

he 52nd Annual CAS Awards was an elegant
affair, bringing colleagues and friends
together again to celebrate the artistic and
technical achievement in sound for picture.
The ceremony took place on February 20, 2016,
in the Crystal Ballroom of the Millennium Biltmore.
The night started off with the traditional cocktail
hour, providing time for members to catch up and
share the past year’s adventures. There was also
a sound salon provided by American Phonograph,
demonstrating a Kinetophone. “It is with great
pleasure that we are able to bring to our awards
event the only surviving Edison Kinetophone circa
1894,” said CAS President Mark Ulano. “This
was the first serious commercial product that
represented the merging of film and sound.” It
offered a real treat to attendees and reminded us
all of how far we have come and where we came
from.
Our master of ceremonies was comedian,
writer and actress, Elayne Boosler. In addition
to the awarding of winners in our six traditional
categories for Outstanding Sound Mixing and
Technical Achievements, great honors were given to
Doc Kane, who was our Career Achievement Award
recipient. With more than 350 credits to his name,
Doc was not only presented with the award, but also
two special tribute films from actors, such as Brad
Garrett (Finding Nemo, Ratatouille, Everybody Loves
Raymond), co-workers, producers, and directors
who have all benefited from his fine work.
Additionally, Emmy-winning director/producer/
screenwriter Jay Roach (Trumbo, Austin Powers
trilogy, Game Change, Recount) received the CAS
Filmmaker Award in a presentation that included
remarks by Oscar® nominee Bryan Cranston
(Trumbo, Breaking Bad) and John Ross CAS. Roach
joins an impressive list of previous CAS Filmmaker
Award honorees including Quentin Tarantino, Gil
Cates, Bill Condon, Paul Mazursky, Henry Selick,
Taylor Hackford, Rob Marshall, Jonathan Demme,
Edward Zwick, and Richard Linklater.

CAS

AWARD WINNERS FOR 2015
52nd CAS AWARDS

FOR OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT
IN SOUND MIXING
MOTION PICTURES – LIVE ACTION

THE REVENANT

Production Mixer Chris Duesterdiek
Re-recording Mixer Jon Taylor CAS
Re-recording Mixer Frank A. Montaño
Re-recording Mixer Randy Thom CAS
Scoring Mixer Conrad Hensel
ADR Mixer Michael Miller CAS
Foley Mixer Geordy Sincavage
MOTION PICTURES – ANIMATED

INSIDE OUT

Original Dialogue Mixer Doc Kane
Re-recording Mixer Tom Johnson
Re-recording Mixer Michael Semanick
Scoring Mixer Joel Iwataki
Foley Mixer Mary Jo Lang CAS
TELEVISION MOVIES AND MINI-SERIES
FARGO “The Gift of the Magi” Season 2, Episode 5
Production Mixer Michael Playfair CAS
Re-recording Mixer Kirk Lynds
Re-recording Mixer Martin Lee
TELEVISION SERIES – ONE HOUR
GAME OF THRONES “Hardhome”
Production Mixer Ronan Hill CAS
Production Mixer Richard Dyer CAS
Re-recording Mixer Onnalee Blank CAS
Re-recording Mixer Mathew Waters CAS
Foley Mixer Brett Voss CAS
TELEVISION SERIES – HALF-HOUR
MODERN FAMILY “Connection Lost”
Production Mixer Stephen A. Tibbo CAS
Re-recording Mixer Dean Okrand CAS
Re-recording Mixer Brian Harman CAS
Re-recording Mixer David Michael Torres
TELEVISION NON-FICTION, VARIETY, MUSIC
SERIES OR SPECIALS

LIVE FROM LINCOLN CENTER
“Danny Elfman’s Music from the Films of Tim Burton”
Re-recording Mixer Ken Hahn CAS
Production Mixer/House Sound Paul Bevan

12TH ANNUAL CAS
TECHNICAL ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
PRODUCTION
SOUND DEVICES SL-6
POST PRODUCTION
iZOTOPE RX5 ADVANCED

CAS STUDENT RECOGNITION AWARD

MATT YOCUM, Savannah College of Art and Design
CAS QUARTERLY
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CAS Awards photos by ©Ana Gibert 2016

Director Jay Roach receives
CAS Filmmaker Award

CAS President Mark Ulano
kicks off the event

F

inally, the CAS was very proud to present its
2nd CAS Student Recognition Award to a
student who demonstrates exceptional passion
and dedication for the field of sound for picture.
Danny Maurer, last year’s recipient, presented the
award along with Student Award Committee Chair
Sherry Klein to Matt Yocum. Matt is a recent graduate
of Savannah College of Art and Design (SCAD)
and is currently living and working in Los Angeles
pursuing his craft.
The 52nd Annual CAS Awards concluded with an
after party sponsored by Dolby, where the new Dolby
Atmos for virtual reality was available to demo. It was
a fete to remember drawing friends, colleagues, and
future generations of the sound for picture industry
together. We look forward to the 53rd Awards next
year and hope to see you all there.
16
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Career Achievement Award recipient Doc Kane
(left) with past President David Fluhr CAS

MOTION PICTURES – LIVE ACTION

THE REVENANT
by Devendra Cleary CAS

T

his year’s winners of the CAS Award for Outstanding
Achievement in Sound Mixing for Live-Action Motion
Pictures are production mixer Chris Duesterdiek, rerecording mixer Jon Taylor CAS, re-recording mixer Frank
Montaño, re-recording mixer Randy Thom CAS, scoring mixer
Conrad Hensel, ADR mixer Michael Miller CAS, and Foley
mixer Geordy Sincavage. This group did an amazing job and
accomplished quite a feat. I had the pleasure of speaking to
many of them amidst all of our busy schedules. (Of note, due
to scheduling issues, we were unable to conduct interviews with
Randy Thom, Conrad Hensel, and Geordy Sincavage.) This
talented group and their talented teams are among some of the
top professionals in their field.

Chris Duesterdiek:
Production Mixer

I was given just a tiny glimpse of
what their experiences were. Being a
production mixer, learning about
what production mixer Chris
Duesterdiek witnessed and worked
through really took my breath away.
“I worked on The Revenant from
early September [2014] to the end
of April [2015]. The eight months
would have gone longer, but spring
had arrived and we ran out of snow—
leaving us with just the final battle
sequence. Production was sending
scouts around the globe and the decision was made to shoot it
in Argentina.”
In a behind-the-scenes documentary, there was an abundance
of footage of the actors on location but not in costume. This
huge undertaking of a shoot must have required abundant and
careful rehearsal time.
“Most of the film was shot as a dry run during rehearsals with
stand-ins and lead actors to get a sense of how the shots looked
and worked. There was just shy of three months of rehearsals
and I was there for the last two weeks before we went to camera.
I had the fortune of being able to call our video assist, Justin
Johns. He spent two months on location before the bulk of the
crew arrived. He had informed me that this shoot was going to
be very out-of-the-box and to prepare a secondary package that
was extremely mobile, as the locations would be very difficult to
access. I began putting together a bag rig that would have as
much capability as my full sound cart. It included a Sound
Devices 664 mixer recorder, nine Lectrosonics 411a receivers,
and two Lectrosonics IFB transmitters. I ended up using the bag
rig for more than two-thirds of the film. When I had the luxury of working off the cart, I had my Cooper 206 board with a
Deva 5.8, a Lectrosonics Venue receiver and all the other bells
and whistles. In addition to that, I had another Deva 5.8 in a

From left: Geordy Sincavage, Foley mixer, Candice Todesco, sound assistant,
Jon Taylor CAS, re-recording mixer, Randy Thom CAS, re-recording mixer,
Chris Duesterdiek, production mixer, and Charlie O’Shea, boom operator.
Photo: ©Ana Gibert 2016

bag that I used for sound effects and ambient recordings that I
could run off with.”
A common theme gathered from all interviewed is the importance of a their incredible crews. Chris explains:
“I had a sound team of three: Charlie O’Shea, as my boom
operator, Candice Todesco, as my sound assistant, and myself.
I was lucky to be able to bring a top-notch team with me. I feel
the success of any given project depends on the strength of the
team, not only in skill set but also in how well the team operates
together. Some of the places we filmed were postcard perfect.
The surroundings offered up plenty of material to record. The
trick was how to eliminate the variables that a crew of 200-plus
brings. As we all know, this can be one of the biggest challenges
of the production sound team. Cooperation is key. To go
through such a long and arduous shoot and come out the other
end with recognition from your peers on accomplishing something of note has been an amazing experience and a blessing.”
Director Alejandro Iñárritu is known to be very creative and
demanding. I’m sure he expects the best from his collaborators.
Chris offers me a snapshot.

Charlie O’Shea, Candice Todesco, and Chris Duesterdiek

“This film was my first time working with Alejandro. One of
the things he really wanted from me was to record as much
nature and ambient sound as possible. He liked the idea of me
using both my 7.1 mic and my M/S stereo mic. He was also
fixated with water and would always check in to see that I
recorded every stream, river, or creek that we filmed at or near.
Always trying to find new and interesting sounds like under
sheets of ice or recording rushing river sounds.”
CAS QUARTERLY
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C

anada can sometimes seem like such a different film
community than Hollywood. I am always curious of
peoples’ stories on how they got their start in this circus of an industry. Chris shares:
“I started my sound career in Winnipeg. At the beginning of
my final year of high school, I started working at a radio station,
first on the FM side as a board operator running the jazz show
on Sunday mornings. A short time later, the AM side hired me
to do midnight to 6 a.m. on weekends, as well as editing and
transferring commercials from 2-track tape to carts for the
booths. A few months into working there, I began producing a
weekly radio show called the Basement Tapes, which featured
interviews with local bands and included live performances in
studio. All of which I recorded, edited, and mixed down onto
two track reels to be supplied for air. It was nice to start with a
grease pencil and razor blade. From there, I expanded into live
sound, which included folk and jazz festivals. Finally, on the
advice of my brother, I moved out to Vancouver and pursued
sound in the world of film. That was 20 years ago. Where did
the time go?”
I was curious of what Chris is up to currently as well as how
he spends his off time.
“I have just finished working on War for the Planet of the Apes,
followed by the Pirates of the Caribbean reshoots. I like the freedom that being a production sound mixer provides and as such,
try to keep my work to about seven months a year. That gives
me a great work/life balance. When I’m not working, most of
my time is spent at home on Salt Spring Island in the Gulf
Islands off the coast of BC—just a short floatplane trip from
Vancouver. It’s a beautiful place to call home with an enormous
amount of musicians and artists. Time to call some up and sink
back into my first love, music!”
Chris offered up some final thoughts in regard to his experience and his peers.
“I would like to add that sometimes on a project, the right
alchemy arises where the team is not only strong but thorough
and passionate from beginning to end. I could not be more
delighted to have such an amazing post team take what we captured and add their incredible talents to the mix. What Jon
Taylor, Frank Montaño, Randy Thom, and the sound army of
post technicians were able to achieve in crafting a
subtle yet powerful finished product is something I will be eternally grateful for and will
inspire me in my future work.”
Jon Taylor CAS and Frank Montaño:
Re-recording Mixers
Speaking of the “sound army in post,” I sat down
for lunch with Jon Taylor. He and his partner,
Frank Montaño, worked as two-of-the-three rerecording mixers. They work together at Universal
Pictures StudioPost. Jon Taylor remarks:
“I knew that this was going to be the toughest
Re-recording mixer
Jon Taylor CAS
film I’ve ever worked on. And I knew it because
you’re basically creating sound for Alejandro. After reading the
script and talking to Alejandro, I knew that it was going to be
immersive—meaning that everything is panned. I got a hold of
the production tracks very early on so I would have a better idea
18
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of how much ADR was going to be necessary. And not ADR
because of recording—but ADR because of separation.
[With music], Alejandro for the most part, knows what he
wants and, even though it’s incredibly complex, usually it’s
not really wide. It’s “He knows what it is,” you know? This
had probably twice as much music as I thought it would.
And you don’t really remember much music in this film, but
there’s a lot more in this than there usually is. The reason
for that was he never wanted nature to disappear. So there
were a lot of spaces in the music to make sure that nature
continues.”
An interesting question to examine is the idea of how authentically “dirty” the film feels while appearing so visually stunning.
“Nature was the most important thing in this film. Alejandro
said that from the very beginning. It was like you always want
to feel like you’re there immersed in nature. And as beautiful as
it may be sometimes, it’s powerful and scary and frightening at
other times. His movies are powerful. They’re moving in a way
that gives you a real harsh sense of reality. That’s very important
for him to make his audience members feel like they’re just
slightly uncomfortable. And, absolutely, it’s a beautifully shot
film. And the grunge, the distortion, the height—everything
hitting almost the microphone to make it sound dirty was very
important. Even in the dialogue. We didn’t clean any of the
tracks. There’s nothing taken out. We try to leave it very raw.
When someone yells, you know it! And in a theater calibrated at
85 dB SPL, it sounds like a barking dog almost and it’s supposed to sort of put you on your toes.
“The music, in a lot of cases, these beautiful strings—may
also be distorted to never give you a sense of real beauty. You
know, there’s always a contrast with the picture. The harshness is truly Alejandro’s reality. It’s really just about making
sure everybody else understands that it has to be dirty. We
started dirty. We started and then Alejandro comes in, he
says, “It’s too clean, too pristine. Let’s really dirty it up.” And
he’s not a random guy at all. Everything is precision. He picks
up on things that are too clean. So I’ve distorted the ADR on
this movie more than I’ve ever distorted. I mean, literally, just
distorted, crunched, saturated. But he’ll pick up on Foley
things. If it has a real nice, pretty high
end, he’ll call it out and he’ll say, ‘That
doesn’t belong.’ Incredibly keen ear.
Because he only goes from feel. Only,
you know, emotion, what moves him.
The quality of the sound will either
make him feel good or feel bad.”
This film was to be mastered in
Atmos right off the bat. Frank
Montaño points out he used his rig to
capture for this format:
“The atmospheres for The Revenant
were a main character thoughout. It was
Re-recording mixer
man versus nature at all times. The cinFrank A. Montaño
ematography was brilliantly done, which allowed us the dramatic license to really create an immersive final mix.”
Jon Taylor and I talked in detail about immersion and how
they went about it.

“You want to feel like it’s there. You don’t want to be beholden to what people normally do in theaters. Let’s just do what it
is. It’s easy. The camera is telling you what to do. It’s shot in a
way that, if you don’t pan it, it’s wrong. In both of these movies,
Birdman and The Revenant, they were both shot in a way that the
picture travels. The picture turns and it tells you what to do.
Birdman was easier because there were no cuts. This one had
both. In dialogue not much, but with the effects, the backgrounds, let’s say, where the camera is pointing down the river.
Then it turns to the river and everything has to go with it—
that’s easy. But then the next shot is actually a cut that goes
back down the river. You’d have to change that perspective
again. It’s very difficult and it takes a long time to make it
sound natural. You’ll see mixers are starting to mix a little bit
different. And you’re going to see a little bit more immersion
just generally. Theaters are getting better and their standards
are higher, so these things can happen.
“That being said, now that we have Atmos and are getting
audiences used to even more immersiveness and DTSX and
other formats, 100 percent immersion will be standard. I kind
of wish we always did Atmos or those other immersive formats.
It is pricey. So we don’t get the okay to do that until the end.
So we’ve already finished our 7.1 mix, which will then get premastered to 5.1. And then at the very end they may say, ‘Okay,
we need it’—like in this case—we needed Atmos. Frank
Montaño and myself finale’d mostly in the Hitchcock Theater,
which is our normal stage. And Randy Thom and I also mixed
on Stage Six, right across the street. We work on Harrison
MPC 4D consoles. Both of the consoles are exactly the same
and both of the back rooms are exactly the same. So we actually take projects back-and-forth.”
rank Montaño and Jon Taylor have been working together for a very long time. Frank speaks fondly of his mixing
partner:
“Working with Jon Taylor has been fantastic. We are cut
from the same cloth in a lot of ways. We work hard and have
fun. He’s really talented but, more importantly, he’s a great
person. It’s a real blessing.”
Jon also talked about the major team element of pulling projects like this off.
“Movies like this are always going to be very difficult.
Everybody has to be at 100 percent all the time. It was such a
pleasure working with this whole crew. The guys that came
from up north that helped us—Randy Thom, obviously, Brian
Chumney—fantastic! Leff Lefferts—huge help. The whole
dialogue crew was absolutely amazing. Nobody dropped the
ball. Stephen Mirrione, the only picture editor on it, keeping
everything together. The support that we got at Universal from
the facilities. Michael Moore always fighting to make sure that
we get the support that we needed. Kirstin Smith, Bill
Meadows—who was our mix tech. Our mix tech got hit by a car
after the first week of the final. He’s good. But he did miss most
of the mix. Tim Limer [mix tech] was available and stepped in
and did an amazing job in a place that he doesn’t know that well.
The file hierarchy, dealing with all the different rigs and two,
three stages at times. We really needed that help and we were so
lucky that Tim was able to come in. Without Bill [Meadows]
we thought, man, this could all go down in flames because that’s
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so important. When you have so many sounds, so many files, so
much going back-and-forth, you need somebody that’s on it and
Tim filled it. Bill Meadows, yeah, he’s our normal guy and he
took it all the way up until, I think, the first week of final and
that’s when he got nailed. He was riding his bicycle as he does
almost every morning.”
What a terrible thing to happen! You can’t get hit by a car
and then not get a mention in the CAS article! It is very inspiring to interview these top-notch professionals. My favorite
thing to learn about sound professionals I meet is how they got
their start. Jon Taylor shares:
“When I was 17 years old, I fabricated computer workstations
out of fiberglass and plastic injection. The company was going
under, as it just was very expensive to run. My brother Scott
Taylor was an assistant picture editor and I called him up and
he got me an interview that same day at a place called TAV
Sound in Hollywood on 3rd and Burnside. I started as a receptionist and I think I did that for two months. And then I got
into scheduling and I probably did that for a month. And then
I started doing dailies and I did that for maybe a month. And
then became a recordist and I did that for about six months.
And then I started recording ADR and Foley. And very soon
after that, had a chance to become a re-recording mixer. I moved
up fast because it was on my own time. I really started rerecording mixing when I was 19 years old.”
I wondered how these guys liked working with Alejandro
Iñárritu. Jon Taylor remarks:
“Alejandro’s a genius, you know. He definitely explores and
you have to be ready to explore and change things on a dime
and, hopefully, you can get in his head a little bit. Nobody gets
in his head a lot, just little chunks at a time. I’ve learned so
much about sound in films from Alejandro, you know, always
pushing the envelope and—you’re scared at first. Going down
the rabbit hole with him. And then watching that first playback
and going, ‘Damn! Man, it’s different and it works!’”
And from Frank Mantaño:
“We worked on Birdman in 2014 and that was the first time.
The moment I remember most was when Alejandro told me I
was allowed one good idea per day and if there were more, he
[would] take them for his own. I thought that was funny.”
So, I wondered how did Frank Montaño get his start in mixing?
“I’ve been mixing films, believe or not, for 30 years … wow!
I started mixing at Cannon Films in the mid-’80s. I was originality hired as an engineer for the installation of the consoles
and 35mm tape machines in the new post-production facilities
at Cannon. Once that phase was complete, and by default, I
rolled in a mixing chair because I knew the gear. In a strange
way, I had a knack for it, so it stuck. I’ve been extremely fortunate to have worked with some great mixing partners through
my career from Doug Tuner, Patrick Cyccone, Donald O.
Mitchell, Mike Minkler, and Chris Jenkins to name a few.”
Both of these guys are now working on Star Trek Beyond. Jon
Taylor remarks:
“We just finished The Huntsman, which was fantastic. Just a
great experience. We had a great time. Then we’ll start on Star
Trek with Justin Lin.”
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Michael Miller CAS:
ADR Mixer
I also recently spoke
with Michael Miller,
who served as ADR
mixer. I wondered if
he was familiar with
the story behind The
Revenant.
“I never saw or
heard of this book or
story before we started working on [the
movie]. We had so
much ADR and it was
ADR mixer Michael Miller CAS
funny because when
we got Leo’s cues, I
was like ‘What kind of film is this?’—because I hadn’t seen it
yet. It was tons and tons of cues of just breathing! But we covered everything that we possibly could. And Leo was great. That
whole bear-attack sequence we did maybe three times. But he
did it perfectly, even the saliva coming out of the mouth. I
mean, just take per take. It was great.”
I wanted to know some of the things that give Michael satisfaction in his job.
“One of the things I strive for, which I love, is when either
Alejandro or any director asks for a playback on the take—and
if they ever look at me and go, ‘Was that production or was that
ADR?’ If I’ve accomplished that, I’ve done my job.”
More of Michael’s thoughts on working with Alejandro:
“Well, he was great to work with. I mean, I would goof around
with him all the time because my philosophy is, if you’re not
having fun doing it, there’s no point in doing it. He was so busy
at the time because, you know, the reshoots and everything
would come up. He would leave. Lisa [Levine, the supervising
dialogue and ADR editor] and I would do a bunch of passes
with the actors and I would play them back for him. We have a
couch on the stage and he would lie on the couch. But for some
reason, he decided to lie on the ground. So I went and got him
some pillows and some blankets and I actually tucked him in on
the stage and he laughed. He’s said, ‘Thank you, Michael, thank
you.’ So it was that kind of environment through the whole
thing.”
Michael Miller speaks fondly of Lisa J. Levine.
“Lisa came in and we talked maybe a week before the movie
and she said, ‘Look, we have a ton of stuff.’ I prioritize it in
three different sections. So what I did is, when I made the ADR
sessions, I made a streamer in B track for A, B, and C so I can
easily mute or tab each one if we need to go to that one. So
instead of just having tons of streamers across the thing, I can
just make it way easier for the actors. Lisa did a great job chopping the stuff together.”
eing a production mixer, I am always curious about the
microphone choices for ADR. We then proceeded to
have a microphone geek-out session. I wondered if it’s
important to specify the microphone make and model on the
production sound report.
“I totally find that it’s important. I used the [Schoeps]
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CMIT 5U on this film as well as the [Sennheiser] MKH60.
And maybe I can ask you this … I mean, do you use a CMIT
5U a lot on production? My first experience using that mic
fully was on this film. Now, DiCaprio and Alejandro smoke
electronic cigarettes. So in between takes, they would “light up”
and take a hit and I would look at my system and think ‘What
the hell is that?’ And it’s weird because with the [MKH] 60 and
the 50, it doesn’t pick up. I swapped out the mic to the 60 until
we actually did the bear stuff and I went back to the 5 [Schoeps
CMIT 5U].”
The Schoeps CMIT 5U was most likely picking up the subtle
RF energy from the e-cigarettes as these mics are more sensitive
to environmental anomalies like that.
“But the matching of the 60 and the 5 [CMIT 5U] are
pretty close, so you can’t really tell. I mean, I love my 60! I first
used the 50 and a 60 when we did the first Transformers and
Mike Hopkins brought it in. It just wouldn’t clip! And I’m like,
‘I love this mic’ because there’s so much yelling in Bay’s films.
The other mic I use is a COS-11. That’s what I use for a lav
mic. I don’t like the wired COS-11. [I use] the ones with the
[wireless] transmitter which [sounds] closer to production. It
has a better round sound to it than an actual wired one. It just
sounds better.”
I wondered how Michael got his start.
“I’m originally from San Diego and they had this school
called Trebas Institute of Recording Arts. I went there primarily for music. But as time progressed through the three-year
private school, I got more interested in film. One of the first
things I did is I re-did the whole beginning of The Godfather.
Re-doing the voices and all that kind of got my interest in it.
Then I had an internship over at Sony Music in the Publishing
Department. I met some people there and they helped me
through and I just started sending resumes out and got my first
gig at International Recording in Burbank in the machine room.
Then I switched over to Cinesound, which is no longer in
Hollywood. But slowly, I came in on the weekends and started
learning Foley and ADR and they threw me in the fire—and
Michael Miller
setting up for ADR.
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that’s kind of where I started. I work at Formosa, but it’s the Santa Monica branch.
It used to be POP Sound and this coming September, I’ve been in that same ADR
stage for 20 years.”
s many sound professionals can be “workaholics,” I inquired as to what
Michael does in his leisure time.
“I try to spend as much time with my family because I’m so locked away at
the studio that family time means a lot to me and I rarely see the kids. And the hours,
as you know, are grueling sometimes. Just as much as I can be at home with the
children and go off and do things, you know? Just go on little vacations or even
going down to the park [Disneyland] is great. Well, yeah, we have a season pass!”
Michael expresses very honest thoughts on his and his colleague’s CAS win this
February:
“I’m honored just for the nomination and the award was great. When they called
our name, I was blown away. I mean, the whole experience was great. I thought for
sure Mad Max was going to win, to be honest with you! But, it was a team effort and
Lisa and I and everyone that was involved—the actors, producers—we all—they
all—put their 100 percent in and we got what we got. And it’s a lovely film.”

A

Conclusion
There is no way that a movie of this magnitude could get pulled off without everyone
involved being at the top of their game. I was humbled, impressed, and excited to
meet and talk to these amazing professionals. The education I get in just being in
their presence is invaluable and I’m honored to do so. I have watched this film three
times and I almost can’t believe what they all achieved. Learning about this next
adventure, I realized all of the challenges I could have ever dreamed up, no matter
how unrealistic, were not only true but even more amazing than I could have imagined.
Production sound mixer Chris Duesterdiek shares his experience of his final days
on the film:
“The last week of filming in Alberta, [Alejandro] gave me a list of sounds he
wanted, most of which I had already recorded—but there was one thing I didn’t have.
It was the bottom of a waterfall we had shot at a month earlier. I told him I had many
recordings of the waterfall but he questioned whether I had any of the bottom. I had
many recordings from the top, various perspectives including over the edge pointing
down. This wouldn’t do, he wanted both 7.1 and stereo tracks from the bottom. So
on the last day of shooting, I left my team with the main unit in southern Alberta
while I traveled five hours north to the waterfall in question. Our ALM [assistant
location manager] Flemming [Lund] set me up with a GPS and said
just follow the arrows. Well, the arrows pointed me up a back route
that hadn’t seen any vehicles all winter from what I could tell. I ended
up getting stuck in the snow with my 4x4 rental truck. I tried every
trick in the book. I dug out around the tires, placed fir boughs and
branches under the wheels, tried rocking it. Nothing worked, I wasn’t
going anywhere. I called the police and production to let them know
the situation and my GPS coordinates, turned off my phone to save
power and settled in. After a few nature recordings, I looked around
and thought, ‘What would Hugh Glass do?’ So I hauled some wood
out of the bush and made a fire. I had a bottle of Chianti and a bag
of beef jerky with me and enjoyed my last day on The Revenant by
myself. Well, not quite my last day. Help arrived at nightfall and we
had to leave the truck there until the next day. The following day, I
finally made it to the waterfall and preceded to record as many perspectives from the bottom that I could. After that, I continued with
more nature recordings in the area and, when I was satisfied with what
I got, I packed up for the long drive back to southern Alberta to wrap
out and prepare to head home.”
This story made me smile with joy and the thought that, as hard as
this must have been, this is what filmmaking is all about.
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MOTION PICTURES – ANIMATED

INSIDE OUT

by Shaun Cunningham CAS

T

his year’s CAS Award for Outstanding Achievement in
Sound Mixing for Animated Motion Pictures went to
Disney Pixar’s Inside Out, which also won the Academy
Award for Best Animated Feature Film of the year. Inside Out is
the story of a young girl’s emotions personified as they conflict
over moving to a new city and attending a new school. The mixing crew, consisting of Doc Kane (original dialogue mixer),
Mary Jo Lang CAS (Foley mixer), Joel Iwataki (scoring mixer),
Tom Johnson (re-recording mixer), and Michael Semanick (rerecording mixer), are no strangers to animated films. They are
some of the best in the business and it’s easy to hear why.

Doc Kane: Original Dialogue Mixer

In addition to winning for Inside Out, Doc was also awarded the
CAS Career Achievement Award at this year’s ceremony. Find
out more about Doc in his interview with fellow ADR mixer
Jesse Dodd CAS in the Winter 2016 CAS Quarterly.

How long does the recording take for a film like Inside
Out and did you have a lot of the actors recording
together?

From the time we start to the time it comes out, is normally a
little more than two years. We did a lot of sessions with two
actors at a time. We had Phyllis Smith (Sadness) and Amy
Poehler (Joy) working together probably 90 percent of the
time, which was just fantastic. We also had Amy and Bill Hader
(Fear) working together as well and that was so much fun. We
are so lucky; we get to watch something the public never gets
to see. It was like watching our own personal Saturday Night Live
skit. They were really terrific. The actors that we work with on
these animated movies are so good and gracious and they just
give it their all.
When we started it, I was worried about the difference in level
from Amy Poehler to Phyllis Smith. Phyllis was so soft and
Amy was so loud and in a higher range, but it was amazing how
well it balanced out. We checked the baffling to make sure it
was working out, but again it’s important to get the technical
stuff out of the way of the performance. We do a lot of tests
before the actors come in.

Do the actors rehearse together before you start the
dialogue sessions?

They’ll get the script before we start recording to have some
time to prepare, but we record all the rehearsals here. We
record everything. We have my Pro Tools system and then a
backup system that rolls all day long. And then Jeannette
Browning, my stage recordist, rolls her systems as well. At the
end of the session, we consolidate each mic to its own track
so Jeannette can do that from her system and we leave the
original recordings untouched on my system. Jeannette came
aboard when we switched from 24-track analog to Pro Tools.
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She’s a really great editor and her skills allow me to focus on
the talent and not Pro Tools.

What analog format were you using before switching to
Pro Tools?

We were using 24-track 2-inch, but I started on 3-channel mag
and mag really sounded great. Then, one day, management came
in and said, “Hey, we’re getting a 4-track mag machine” and we
were so excited. Then we got a 6-track mag machine and we
thought it couldn’t possibly get any better than this. We could
record six channels of magnetic tape without overwriting the
takes! Then the music folks suggested we use a 24-track 2-inch
machine with SMPTE timecode to lock to video. When we
switched to that, the heavens just opened up. I got so fast with
the workflow of the 24-track machine. The console I had at the
time was built specifically for ADR and I could put takes
together on the fly during a playback because the faders were
half the throw of normal faders and stacked with channels 1-12
and 13-24 above it. When we made the upgrade to Pro Tools,
that all changed, so Steve Bose, our chief engineer, built a
monitor section that would work with Pro Tools and, basically,
designed a new console from the ground up. The beauty of this
console is that I don’t have to go into Pro Tools for anything.
I can make custom headphone mixes with the push of a button
and bypass any latency from Pro Tools.

What is the setup like for recording animation dialogue?

Everything we record for animation is always two tracks. The
U-87 is our main mic and the Brauner VM1, which is a tube
mic, is our secondary mic. We record both separately as an
option for editorial. Vince Caro, who does the recordings at
Pixar, recommended the Brauner because it can take a little
more SPL than the U-87. Sometimes the 87 will snap a little
but the Brauner is such a close match EQ-wise that we can just
drop in a piece of the Brauner track in place of the 87 and it
blends in beautifully.

Do you use any compression in your record path?

Just a little bit. Just enough to not hear the compression and
save the recording from any distortion. It just keeps it from
going over—even if the talent really jumps on the mic.

From left: Presenter Onnalee Blank CAS,
Michael Semanick, Doc Kane, Mary Jo
Lang CAS, Tom Johnson, Joel Iwataki,
and presenter Walton Goggins.
Photo: ©Ana Gibert 2016

When we did Aladdin with Robin Williams, he would get
right up on the mic and would be so close, his nose was rubbing
it, so we had to use the foam socks. He would go from a whisper
to full scream in an instant and you had to be able to catch it. I
would be sitting there just riding the fader and watching his
body movement because you could tell when he or any talent is
revving up. Your anticipatory skills have got to be spot on.
When the actors come in, they are listening to themselves
through the headphones and as soon as they hear something
distort, they’re going to stop and come back to the booth
because that’s their spark and if you have to ask for another
take—you’ve just lost a lot of confidence from your actor. So
you absolutely have to get it right and you don’t want to add
too much compression, which is a fine line, but the mics and the
gear that we use are just fantastic.
We did both Monsters, Inc. movies with Billy Crystal and John
Goodman working together. That’s why we have all the baffles.
It doesn’t deaden it completely. There is still a touch of overlap
between the mics, but the performance level just rises enormously when they can work off of each other and you get such
a great performance. We did the same with John C. Reilly on
Wreck-It Ralph. The producers and directors are all for it.
Whatever it takes to get the best performance!

How much space do you normally give between the
actors and the mic?

Normally 6-8 inches and, in this room, they can move around a
little. The room is pretty accurate, but not so much so that they
can’t move a little off mic. We like them to move. In these Pixar
movies, the action follows the dialogue so they can’t just stand
in one spot. It’s rare that they get so far off mic that we need to
redo the lines, but if it’s really crazy, they’ll cut with it and we’ll
replace it later, but it is very rare. You just watch the action in
the movie and it just fits.

Are you recording a film like Inside Out all the way up
until the mix?

Oh yeah, they’ll come back in for additional record sessions
throughout the animation process and we’ll do some ADR for
line changes or story changes while the talent is here. I keep
track of each talent’s setup, EQ and mics and levels, but I do
almost nothing for EQ because the sound of their voices is the

EQ. Their natural voices are so
beautiful that you just let the
mics do their job.
I hope they make a sequel
because it was really fun to work
on. Pete Docter, Ronnie Del
Carmen, and Jonas Rivera are
really great, they’re always fun,
just really fun. We did Up
together and that was actually
our first show going from analog
to Pro Tools. I have such great
respect for all of them because they work with us in such a
great way. It’s always complementary. I think we’ve been so
lucky here on Stage B because we always listen to the clients
and try to make things the way they want. We listen to their
suggestions and make it the way they like and the way they’ll
be comfortable with.

Joel Iwataki: Scoring Mixer
How did you get into scoring
mixing?

I started mixing for films rather
late in life. I was a commercial
salmon fisherman in Alaska for
10 years. Fishing half of each
year with a small crew on a boat
that I built, I was able to spend
the other half of the year studying music. I eventually made the
Scoring mixer Joel Iwataki
switch to working in music full
time, writing big-band arrangements and composing scores for
documentaries and educational films. Being an Alaskan do-ityourselfer, I also recorded and mixed all of my work. Some
composer friends who heard my work asked if I would help
them produce their scores and, soon, I was busier as a mixer. It
was when I started working with Elliot Goldenthal [Public
Enemies, Across the Universe] that I experienced the thrill of working on a level of music I would not reach on my own. I recognized that I had a talent and temperament for [mixing], and
developed a love for, mixing music for films.

Where was the score recorded and do you record and
mix on the same stage?

We recorded and mixed Inside Out at Warner Bros. Eastwood
Scoring Stage in five days. (Composer) Michael Giacchino has
a special love for this stage, as it was where he recorded and
mixed his first big feature score for The Incredibles. It has a great
history, of course; Casablanca, Days of Wine and Roses, and Blazing
Saddles were all recorded there. They have a brilliant crew and a
classic “Warner Bros.” sound.
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What was the instrumentation like? Were there any
unusual instruments?

We recorded an 85-person orchestra which included, in addition to the normal symphony orchestra of strings, woodwinds,
brass, harp, piano and orchestral percussion, also included two
guitarists playing acoustic and electric guitars, sitars and mandolins, an electric bass, a keyboardist playing a Hammond B-3
organ, electric piano and synths, a drum kit, ocarinas, and other
primitive wooden flutes. This was all recorded live with everyone playing together. It is wild!
Michael loves the musicality of everyone playing together.
They are playing music, not just “making a recording,” and he
and his orchestrator/conductor, Tim Simonec, make sure the
music is orchestrated in a way that parts can speak without
recording sections separately.

What kind of mic’ing are you using for such a large
score?

DENECKE, INC.
25209 Avenue Tibbitts
Valencia, CA 91355
Phone (661) 607-0206 Fax (661) 257-2236
www.denecke.com

Email: info@denecke.com

I use a lot of mics. In addition to the Decca Tree, I have room
and surround mics; section mics for woodwinds, brass, and
percussion; and I also have close mics on individual players for
solos or for different styles of music. Michael’s music can go
from symphonic to big band to funky grooves to quirky little
tunes sometimes within one cue, and I have to be able to record
it all in one go and be able to create these different styles in the
mix.

Were there a lot of prerecorded elements to score to?

Michael typically doesn’t use many prerecords but, on this
score, there was a particular sound he developed with Pete
Docter that included samples of tuned kitchen mixing bowls
and a couple synth sounds playing a theme with a childlike feel
that could go from playful to wistful to melancholy to joyful.
The keyboardist had the synth sounds so he could groove along
with the rest of the orchestra, but there were still a handful of
prerecords that got mixed in.

What kind of stems and mixes did you deliver to the
dub stage?

I like to record and mix at 96 kHz and I like to print many
separate stems to allow flexibility on the dub stage. This time
we printed 13 different 5.1 stems. (I use the LFE track very
sparingly but, logistically, it’s simpler to keep all stems 5.1.)
The stems were Orchestra, Orchestral Percussion, Drum Kit,
Piano/Harp, Keyboards, Guitars, Bass, four different Synth
stems keeping rhythmic sounds separate from pads and melody,
a stem for the mixing bowls, and an extra stem for solos and
anything else that couldn’t fit.
I also like to be able to print all the stems in one pass and,
considering the number of routing paths and the need to have
separate reverbs for each path—even with huge Pro Tools rigs
and the beautiful Neve 88R console with 192 channels between
the large and small faders—it’s a complex puzzle to make happen. It’s embarrassing to admit but I actually spend two days
planning how I want to record and how it will fit in the room
and on the console. Then, how I want to mix, how many stems,
how it will work with available routing paths and aux sends and
reverb units. I’ve been working with the incredible Vini Cirilli
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as Pro Tools operator (he was actually working with Michael
Giacchino before me with the legendary Danny Wallin [Up,
Ratatouille], who recorded and mixed all of Michael’s first 13
years of film and TV work until he retired at the age of 85).
Vini sets up the four Pro Tools rigs we use: a 96 in/out
orchestra rig, a prerecord rig (which in this case, didn’t have
much so it also had picture and DX/FX), a reverb rig, and the
print rig for the 13 stems plus the 5.1 composite mix of all the
stems and a stereo fold down and a click track to aid in editing.
I have to mention the great crew at Warner Bros.: Rich
Wheeler, who sets up the 90-plus mics and risers and baffles for
the recording. Tom Hardisty, who makes this ridiculously complex setup happen in the control room. Ryan Robinson, who
makes sure all systems are functioning at full capacity and is
always devising brilliant ways to make it more efficient. And
Jamie Olvera, who keeps the operation and support scheduled
and flowing smoothly.

What was special about mixing this score versus other
films?

It is a special joy to work with Michael Giacchino. He has a
wonderful ability to tell stories with his music, and he has a
magical touch with heartbreakingly tender melodies. He also
has a great knowledge of and love for the history of film music
and is able to bring that to his own music. Michael writes in his
own voice, but working with him, it sometimes feels like I’m in
a time machine working on the same stages where the great
Bernard Herrmann worked and (for the recent Zootopia score)
where the classic Quinn Martin TV scores from the seventies
were recorded. But also for Michael, joy in life is very important
and he keeps this as a major priority in his work. He likes his
sessions to be fun.
I love to work with music and I love to mix music, but I also
love films and storytelling and especially appreciate meaningful
films, so it has been a special pleasure to be able to work on
Pixar films. Inside Out helps us to understand how emotions
shape our behavior and personalities, and introduces the concept that maybe we don’t always have to act on the immediate
emotion we are feeling. These films make positive contributions
to our world and they do it in immensely entertaining and fun
ways. It has made my life more fulfilling to be able to work on
these projects.

Mary Jo Lang CAS: Foley Mixer
How did you get started in Foley?

I was working in wardrobe in 1984 and
met the sound crew on a movie called
Breakin’ 2: Electric Boogaloo. Mark Ulano
[current CAS President] was the sound
mixer and his wife, Patrushkha, was the
boom operator. We got along great so
they offered to train me and I worked
with them on Friday the 13th, Part V as
the cable person.
I was working with Toni Spadafora
while I was in wardrobe and her husband, Tim Sadler, was the
mixer on the Foley stage at TAJ, and she heard that I had been

doing sound. Tim offered me a job as a runner in 1985 and,
after a month, they offered me an internship and got me in the
union. That’s where I stayed until TAJ was sold and then I went
with John Roesch to Warners Bros. I’ve been there for almost
30 years. It’s really hard to believe, it’s gone by so fast!

So you were with John for the last 30 years?

I started mixing in 1990 on the midnight to 8 a.m. shift on
Hook and then started working days with John. We moved to
Warner Bros. in 1992.

How long have you been working with Alyson Dee
Moore, and who is your Foley team now that John has
moved to Skywalker Sound?

I have been working with Alyson Moore for 17 years (she’s one
of the best Foley artists I’ve ever worked with!), and now we
work with Chris Moriana, who is awesome. He’s a well-known
Foley artist and we are so happy to have him.

I record a lot of Foley as well and I rarely get the chance
to shoot with two Foley artists. What’s it like? Are you
recording multiple mics?

Oh no. They each stick to a character through the whole show
or, if it’s a group cue, they’re both up there in front of the same
mic. I use two mics normally—one main mic (Neumann KMR
81) and one for ambience for indoor scenes (Sennheiser MKH
60).

When do you get into using both walkers for cues? Is it
mostly group and background footsteps?

No. It’s great with two people because you get a greater variety
in footsteps and they collaborate on the best thing to use for
props and surfaces. They also can switch off with props and
help each other so they’re not getting worn out. I’m very conscious of that. I’m constantly asking, “Are you OK? Do you
need a break? Do you need to sit down for a while?” It’s hard to
be out there for 8-9 hours a day.

When you’re working on video games, are you shooting
the cinematics or the in-game sounds?

We started out just doing the cinematics, but now we’re doing
the in-game stuff, too. So the cues will be like “Batman walking
on dirt, walking on cement, walking on glass, walking on metal,
walking on resonant wood, walking on dead wood.” Then it’s
running, jumping, body falls on all those surfaces. It’s really
hard on them so I try to be sympathetic to how difficult it is.
But it’s fun and the video game clients are great. It’s something
different than TV or movies.

Do you have a preference of animation or live action or
video games?

It’s nice to have the mix. It’s great to not have the same thing
every day and it’s good to have different challenges and different
approaches to what the editor’s taste is and what the director
wants—especially in animation. The animation directors always
come by for at least one day. It’s so great because they get
excited to hear sound effects with their animation. They’ve been
working for two or three years on a project and it’s the first
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time they’ve heard it fleshed out with sounds. We try to get
them on the stage to do a cue or two. We get a lot of visitors
on the stage because it’s a fun thing to watch. It’s so accessible
and so ridiculous in a way that we’re doing this sort of thing.

When you’re working on a film like Inside Out, do you
have lots of coordination with the sound supervisors?

Absolutely. Especially on something like Inside Out where it’s
not so realistic. There are realistic parts and fantasy parts. The
realistic stuff we’ve got a good handle on but the fantasy stuff
is very important to have their input on. On Inside Out, it was
Ren Klyce and Shannon Mills and they were fantastic. They
would send us stems of their FX and we could play our Foley
against it and enhance those portions of the film. We spent a
lot of time on the memory balls. They were such a big portion
of the movie, so it was very important to get that right, especially when Joy and Bing Bong fall into the pit with all the dying
memories. They are walking around on them and falling on
them, and the balls themselves are disintegrating. So it was a
question of what do Ren and Shannon want to hear and how do
you do that.

What did you use to make the memory ball sounds?

We used quite a few things. Thom Brennan, who is one of the
best Foley supervisors I’ve ever worked with, brought us quite a
few things. He’s so inventive and such a talented guy. He
brought us something from Cost Plus that looked like a mannequin head but made out of glass, and some balls that they put
in fishing nets. We tried quite a few things and I really don’t
know what exactly they ended up using in the mix. We did
multiple layers of different elements.

I noticed that the memory balls have a distinctly
different tone when they are fresh and new versus when
they’re fading away. It’s reflected in the color of the
balls and the sound as well.

Yes. The supervisors are just amazing and a lot of fun to work
with. Ren has a musical background, so he talked a lot about
timbre and tone. I think Foley is good to create character, even
with footsteps. I think it really adds a dimension to the character that really rounds them out. It can make them funny, it can
make them sad. It’s all in the performance and I work with the
best in the world. What can I say!

What’s your record chain like? Do you use much
processing on the recording?

I don’t. I’m old school. I started on mag and 2-inch tape, so
processing and plug-ins were never part of my process. I have a
great preamp, the Pueblo JR2/2, and the FabFilter Pro Q and
that seems to do the trick for me. I like a more natural sound
and the room sounds good, so I’m not having to adjust for that
at all.

What kind of schedule do you have for a film like Inside
Out?

We have several weeks. Disney is really good about making sure
we have enough time to do what we need. Having the directors
come by the stage really helps get them on our side as well to
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get the amount of time we need to get the job done. Although
I have to say we are probably covering less than we did when we
started doing movies like The Lion King and Aladdin because the
sound editors are covering more things with sound effects like
ambient background cues. We used to build those elements out
a lot more and we aren’t being asked to do that as much anymore.

I hear that you also teach?

Yes, I lecture twice a year at Riverside Community College and
also am part of the judging team for their film festival. The
students are so excited about film and are just doing such beautiful work. It’s mind-blowing. I’ve been doing it for about 10
years and I’ve noticed that students are doing Foley and experimenting in their films. It’s very rewarding. I also have given a
seminar in Helsinki, Finland, at Aalto University, ELO Film
School and will be in Stuttgart, Germany, to give a talk at the
FMX Conference.

What do you see in the future for Foley?

Someone recently sent me their doctoral thesis that they did on
Foley and one of the things it said was that it adds soul to the
image—and I think that’s true. I think what we do adds a
humanity to what we see on the screen. I think that’s something
people expect now and appreciate even if they don’t know why.

Michael Semanick:
Re-recording Mixer
(Music & Effects)
How did you get into
mixing?

I attended Berklee College of
Music in Boston, and was fascinated by the Music Production
and Engineering Department.
The process of trying to capture
an artist’s performance and learning what you can do in the studio—such as what the Beatles did and how they transformed
the way things were recorded. So I went into the program at
Berklee. After I graduated, I moved back to the San Francisco
Bay area and landed a job at Fantasy Studios in Berkeley. They
had a film center upstairs, which was the Saul Zaentz Film
Center where they mixed Amadeus and One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s
Nest and a ton of movies. I worked downstairs in the recording
studios, recording everything from spoken word to rock bands,
R&B to Foley and ADR. People from Los Angeles would come
up to Fantasy and eventually, I was offered a job in LA recording ADR and Foley. John Nutt, a sound supervisor at Saul
Zaentz, didn’t want to let me go so he talked the management
at Fantasy/Zaentz into offering me an opportunity to learn film
mixing if I stayed. I didn’t know anything about film mixing,
but I was sort of interested in it since I was already doing premixing of the Foley before sending it upstairs to the mixers. I
would be learning from David Parker [Fight Club, The Avengers],
Mark Berger [Amadeus, One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest], and
Leslie Shatz [Milk, 12 Years a Slave].

One of the Foley artists I had been working with put me in
touch with Terry Porter [Aladdin, The Lion King] at Disney. He
said, “You have a chance to learn from some of the top guys.
My advice is to stay and learn to mix films. If you’re any good
at it, you can go anywhere in the world.” So I took his advice
and learned how to film mix, but it was hard, it was hard just to
get on a movie. I’ve got to hand it to Fantasy. They would put
me on as a third chair sometimes just to mix Foley or music
when all the mixes were going down to two chairs. The mixers
there, Mark, David, and Leslie, were really good at showing me
the dynamics of a film mix and I found I had a knack for it, but
the hardest part was getting on a film. Nobody wanted you on
their film because you didn’t have experience, but you couldn’t
get experience without getting on a film. There were definitely
some directors who took chances on me like Paul Thomas
Anderson, David Fincher, David Lynch, Peter Jackson, and Tim
Burton. They were willing to let me mix on their films; they
took a chance on me. I’m fortunate that they continue to call
me back to work for them.
So I kind of got away from recording music and film mixing
took over. I’m still very involved in music, though. Pixar will
have me come down to the scoring stage if time permits. I’ll talk
with the recording and mix engineers on films that I will be
mixing. I understand the language. I understand how they are
laying things out and how best it should be delivered to get the
most out of the score. I get music—I still have it in my blood.

What kind of prep do you do for a mix like this?

I have learned over the years that pre-dubs are so important. I
balance so much and clean stuff out so that I don’t have to weed
through stuff during the final mix. It allows us to be focused
on making more creative decisions and it makes the final mix so
much more fun. I’m pre-dubbing sound effects against temp
dialogue or already pre-dubbed dialogue and music. I’m already
looking at transitions, wondering how do we get from here to
there, does the picture do it and how can the sound help support that transition. Transitions are some of the most difficult
areas to get right. I try to get the mix shaped pretty well before
the director comes in for the start of the final. That gives them
a chance to give their overall idea for a scene and ideas for the
transitions. It’s great to get to the point with a director where
they have that level of confidence in you. I think that’s just
looking at a movie and trying to get inside the director’s head.
They usually will give me a good indication of what they are
going for, what’s the scene about, the emotional content that
you’re trying to pull out. Is it comedy, is it sadness, is it heartfelt, etc.? Inside Out was a lot of fun like that. The story line was
ridiculously good. You can watch it over and over again and
keep getting new things out of it. My main goal was to not
screw that up and support it.

What elements were mixing on the stage and how long
was the mix?

I was mixing sound effects and music. Tom Johnson was mixing
dialogue and Foley. We’ve been doing that routine for a while
and it seems to work pretty well. Having all the movement and
dialogue together seems to work best whether it’s live action or
animation because Tom knows when ADR is coming in and

out. He knows how much cloth and Foley to add, what feels
good to him, and I don’t have to worry about that. I’m focusing
on things like whether we need to keep the backgrounds up
when the score comes in, do we have the right sound effect here,
is it going to play with the music? What is the music doing,
what elements are helping or hurting the story. I have a lot of
fun doing it, but it’s a lot of work, don’t get me wrong!
The final mix on Inside Out, which is a 95-minute film, was
about five weeks or so and the pre-dubs were about 20 or so
days on the FX side.

You’ve mixed a lot of live-action films. How does
animation differ for you technically and creatively?
Do you have a preference for animation or live action?

I would have to say for me, no, it really doesn’t differ. I also
really do not have a preference for animation or live action, they
are films, we are storytelling. The sound team is prepping the
same whether it’s animation or live action. They’re doing all the
Foley, all the sound effects. They’re editing all of the dialogue,
sometimes replacing it all with ADR. The sound team covers
everything and edits everything. The big difference with live
action is noise and production effects in the dialogue tracks.
The nice thing about animation is that you don’t have to deal
with on-set or location recordings. The production mixers of
live-action films have an extremely hard task at times with trying to get useable dialogue. With fans going, lighting, traffic,
planes flying by, ocean, or who knows what. I approach both
types of films the same way and that’s mostly looking at what
the director is trying to do, looking at what the story is about.
You want to follow the characters and you want your audience
to be invested in it.

How much involvement do you have with the film
before the mix?

I was quite involved before the mix. Not as much as Ren
[Klyce] and Shannon [Mills] were, but they would call me and
Ren would play things for me. I would see Pete [Docter] from
time to time and we would talk about it because the sound in
the movie was an extremely big deal to him and the movie itself.
Especially the areas like the memory balls and the world inside
Riley’s head and outside. The big question was to figure out
how we make the audience feel the difference between inside her
head and out. We had to do that sonically as well as visually, and
a lot of that was up to Ren and Shannon to come up with. They
really nailed it and it helped my job.
I also talked with Michael Giacchino [composer] before the
mix. Steve Davis, the music editor, would send me two track
mixes of the score so I would get familiar with it and really learn
what parts make up the score. I think it’s important to hear
what the parts are doing so we don’t lose those parts when we
add sound effects, dialogue, etc. Michael is great, he is listening
to the dialogue and following the dynamic of the story when
writing and orchestrating. I know Michael was involved pretty
early on and Pixar usually brings their composers on pretty
early. I think Ren would send him sound effects/sound design
for certain areas of the film so they could work together.
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Were you working with printed pre-dubs or the source
material? It seems like many mixes are going wider on
the track count since we have the ability now with newer
versions of. Was there a pre-dub process or does it seem
to be continually mixing and updating as the film
evolves?

I’m taking it out of Pro Tools and running it through the Neve
DFC console and printing it to a Pro Tools recorder, which is
strictly pre-dubs, mostly 9.1 or 9.0 since we were in Atmos. I
have options to move something over to object tracks, which are
always riding along with me. For me, getting it out of the editor’s raw cut track, balancing, re-bussing, panning, EQ, adding
reverb, etc., frees up the Pro Tools main session. The track
count can be so wide in the raw session and I think it is good
to start bringing that track count down to be manageable. That
way, I’m not searching for anything in the mix. I know where it
all is on the pre-dubs; it’s balanced, it’s mixed, it’s EQ’ed, it’s
reverbed, it’s got everything there. If we don’t like it, I just
dump it and we cut something new. It is very rare that a director
wants to retain any part of a sound that makes up the original
element he wants to lose.
When it comes to picture changes and conforming, it just
seems so much easier to deal with when the sound is properly
pre-dubbed. It’s also much easier just to edit the pre-dubs. I
have tried to stay with source material, but on these big shows,
it just gets so convoluted to me. It becomes a big mess with
constant conforms, changes in sound, automation not working
or left over from a previous temp mix or mixes. And damn, the
endless scrolling to find a sound that we want to mute or
change, it’s frustrating and unproductive and slows the whole
process of mixing to a stop. For me, sometimes there is no ebb
and flow with raw tracks. Do not get me wrong, Pro Tools is an
incredibly powerful editing tool. We could not do these films
without it, and the sound editors are the ones who master these
editing machines. Watching some of these editors work is truly
art. After all, Pro Tools is only a program on a computer; it is
nothing without its operators. We are a sound team.

One of the aspects of the mix that stood out to me
most was the sense of space and depth. I felt it was
exceptional at making the listener feel fully immersed in
the world of Riley’s mind. Even the scenes outside in
Riley’s life had a great sense of realness from the space
and depth in the mix. What was your approach to this
and how did working in Atmos affect that?

We used the full sonic space of the theater. Mixing in Atmos,
we’re now able to pan things around the room without losing
the quality of the sound or getting a level shift. It’s always been
a problem to get things to read when you pan it off the screen
in the older formats. The surrounds in the older formats are set
3 dB lower than the main screen channels, and do not have the
full frequency range of the screen channels. The mixer has to
bump the sound up about 3 dB when mixing the sound off the
main screen channels to the surrounds. The Dolby Atmos system eliminates that, and gives the surrounds the same level and
frequency response as the main screen channels. On Inside Out,
while we’re in Riley’s head, we really made use of everything
around you and on top of you, making the audience feel like
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they are in Riley’s head. Ren had all these great liquid type
recordings like blood and fluid going through your head, which
are part of the background sound in Riley’s headquarter scenes.
I moved those sounds around constantly, subtly moving all
around like it’s flowing through, but we kept it very subtle and
didn’t want to draw attention to it. When we come out to the
real world, we made the sound a bit more flat and a little duller,
for the most part, only coming out of the main screen channels
with no surrounds or top. Tom Johnson spent a great deal of
time on reverbs for the voices, which really helped in establishing the sonic quality and depth of both worlds

The mix felt so clear and precise, even the action scenes
were very clear. Was that an idea that was intended
from the start of sound design and editing or through
the mix? Many times it seems we have every element
possible from the editorial, and mixers spend the time
to sort what important elements need to be heard.

Ren and I worked really hard on that in the pre-dubs. We really
stripped it down and added the details as we saw them, focusing
on sounds that help support or tell the story. Again, with Inside
Out, the story is so good. We wanted the sound to match the
level of storytelling, the level of the animation and visuals, and
the level of acting. I can only hope we achieved that. I think we
did, but only the test of time will tell for sure.
In the final mix, this team was always focused on: what is
helping and what is hurting the storytelling? Is the music supporting everything in the scene? Then let’s dump all other
sounds or vice versa—or let’s try dropping a music cue. Do we
really need that off-camera line? Do people have to grunt every
time they do something? It was all about clarity and not taking
the audience out of it. It seems these days, films are busy visually and you could fill the sonic space up to match, but I think
that’s confusing and pushes the audiences away from the film
because you don’t know what to pay attention to. Sound is a
very powerful element in films. It is so easy to get lost in the
elements and forget what the overall goal is.

In the part where Joy and Bing Bong get trapped in the
abstract thought chamber and are flattened to 1D, Bing
Bong yells, “Depth! I’m lacking depth!” and it was so
perfectly reflected in the mix. Did everything get
summed to just the center channel for this section?

Yeah, the picture lends itself to it. I think I put the whole score
on a [panning] joystick. At a certain point, it’s moving around
the room and, you’re right, it goes from full Atmos down to
LCR down to mono. We wanted it flat. We wanted the sound
to do what the visuals did. It took a lot of work to make it feel
right and we had to be careful not to get in the way of the dialogue, especially when it goes down to just one speaker when
suddenly every element is competing for every frequency. When
we pop outside of the chamber, you will notice it goes back to
full sound.

I thought that section was such a great art joke.

Oh yeah, it was pretty brilliant, but that’s Pete Docter. He’s a
really fun guy to work for and he’s so appreciative of everyone’s
work. I am very fortunate to be able to work with him and the

entire Pixar group. We really did have the A+ sound team as
well, which makes all the difference in the world—whether
inside your head or out!

Tom Johnson: Re-recording Mixer (Dialogue & Foley)
How did you get into film mixing?

I graduated from USC Film School with a master’s in film
production. This was after studying English and American literature at UC San Diego (UCSD). It was at UCSD that I took
my first film class and fell in love with cinema.
I’ve been working in the film business for the past 35 years,
mostly in San Francisco, but often in London, Dublin, New
York and even Paris and Rome. For the past 11 years or so, I’ve
called Ireland my home.

You’ve mixed a lot of live-action films. How does
animation differ for you technically and creatively?
Do you have a preference for animation or live action?

I mix dialogue mostly, so the biggest difference between animation and live action is that a large amount of my work in live
action can be spent cleaning up production tracks, matching
ADR, and solving problems. Animation is more flexible in many
ways since characters are usually recorded separately, so they can
be treated differently if need be. Like one character could be
panned left, the other right, and a third to the center. They can
be treated spatially in different ways, as well. One person can be
set back in the frame, while another can be brought more forward.
On Inside Out, I also mixed the Foley and, in animation, Foley
is really important. It is often the glue that anchors the characters to a reality the filmmakers are trying to create.
I don’t really prefer one genre over the other. Both are fun and
creatively interesting in their own ways.

What is your process for mixing the dialogue and how
does it differ from live action?

In animation, I separate each character onto its own track or
tracks. I also record a mono reverb on an adjacent track for each
character. The idea is to create the feel of production dialogue,
adding the mono room reverb that would be recorded if each
character were in an actual space. I like mono reverb because it
marries itself to the mono dialogue track. I often find that if I
add a dry signal to a left/right or multitrack reverb, the dry
signal hangs out by itself. In the final, I will add another layer
of multitrack reverb to all the characters so as to put them in
the same space. This I would also do in live action. For some
animated films (Inside Out being one of them), I often pan each
character to the location they exist on the screen.
Other than that, the process is pretty much the same for
animation and live action. I treat dialogue with EQ, filters and
de-easing or dynamic EQ. Trying to smooth out the rough
edges and achieve a rounded, analog-like quality.

How much involvement do you have with the film
before the mix and before they reach post audio?

and prepare different approaches, ideas, and solutions to help
make the film as enjoyable and clear as possible.

Were you working with pre-dubs or the source material?
It seems like many mixes are going wider on the track
count, since we have the ability now with newer versions
of Pro Tools. Was there a pre-dub process or does it
seem to be continually mixing and updating as the film
evolves?

In the case of Inside Out, we premixed. I usually prefer working
this way as I can work out any problems before we reach the
final. Plus, I mix against existing effects pre-dubs as well, balancing the dialogue against those so that, when we reach the
final, most things work together and there are no surprises. I
like working this way because it then allows me to focus on the
entire mix in the final rather than one aspect of it that I’m still
trying to work out.

Was there a specific type of reverb or approach to using
reverb especially on the dialogue that was unique to this
film?

Not really a specific type, but perhaps an unusual approach.
Inside headquarters I used mostly multitrack reverbs to make
the space feel more three-dimensional. And in the outer world,
I used narrow or sometimes only mono reverbs to tighten the
space. This really helped us feel the contrast between the two
worlds.
I also did an unusual thing with the memory balls. I used
Speakerphone to create a glass-like feeling for the ball and then
I put the dialogue through a Cedar DNS box, aggressively
clamping down on the higher frequencies. In this way, I was able
to create a sound that felt removed and distant, while still intelligible.

The futzed sounds of the outside world from the screen
in headquarters felt exactly what I would imagine
someone inside my head watching the world around me
to sound like. What was the approach to that?

I’m glad you caught that. With the dialogue in headquarters, I
panned the characters so that their voices were always moving
with their bodies. And in the outer world, they were almost
always in the center speaker. This helped make headquarters feel
more alive and energetic.
With the futzed sounds from the outer world, I panned them
mostly above or behind us. The idea being that you are hearing
that world as if it were in your head. This also helped make
headquarters feel more three-dimensional and interesting.
Occasionally, the outer world sounds were put on the screen
channels. I did this purely for emotional reasons where we
wanted to be totally connected with the action we were seeing.
Working on Inside Out was a really great experience. Pete
Docter is one of the most gentle and yet highly creative directors I’ve ever worked with. His ideas were always clear. And his
enthusiasm and encouragement were always inspiring.

It all depends. Pixar often includes us early on with temp mixes
and rough-cut screenings so that we work with the filmmakers
CAS QUARTERLY
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TELEVISION MOVIE AND MINI-SERIES

FARGO

“The Gift of the Magi”
Season 2, Episode 5
by David Bondelevitch CAS MPSE

Michael Playfair CAS: Production Mixer

Fargo production mixer Michael Playfair studied fine arts and
communications in a BA program at Simon Fraser University in
British Columbia. Specifically, he wanted to study cinematography, but after consulting with working professionals, he decided
that audio might be a better career move, as there was less competition. He had a leg up on other students, as he was not afraid
of the gear. Like many who end up in audio, he had a history of
experimenting with tape decks. “At university, they had great
recording equipment and excellent teachers who were electronic
music composers. They encouraged experimentation with all
manner of audio recording and processing equipment.” While
there, he also continued his studies with a filmmaking concentration and fine arts in general.
In high school, he had music training on trombone, and continued at university with music theory and music history.
Michael thinks that his musical background helps a lot.
“Listening is different when you have a little knowledge. You
get a feel for what affects sound in an environment, all the little
factors. It’s like a chef understanding each ingredient in a recipe
individually before they are combined.” Michael learned this
concept from mixer Eric Batut CAS, for whom he boomed
earlier in his career.
Michael worked on both seasons of Fargo, using two Cantar
X1 recorders; one primarily as a backup or for a shoulder rig
or car usage. “The Cantar is solidly built and survives cold,
heat, dirt, mud, and freezing. I’ve had very few problems. There
is a bit of a learning curve to get comfortable with it, but I love
the thing now.”
Dealing with extreme weather was important, as they shot in
and around Calgary, Alberta. “We were lucky in season two as it
was an el niño year with a relatively mild winter. Season one was
much colder.”
Like most mixers, Michael uses track one as a mix track and
the remaining tracks are ISOs. Boom was used on every shot,
and every actor is wired. Michael is extremely happy with his
crew, Arjay Joly as boom operator and Valerie Siu as utility.
For this show, Michael used Sanken COS 11s for lavalieres.
For booming exteriors, he preferred the Neumann KMR 81
and 82 or, occasionally, a Sanken CS3e. He likes the Sennheiser
MKH 50 for interiors.
This particular episode, “The Gift of the Magi” (Episode five
from season two), was challenging because of a lengthy
sequence intercutting a stump speech given by Ronald Reagan
(played by actor Bruce Campbell) over other actions by the
main characters. The speech was shot live on camera, but had to
be clean enough to play as voice-over for the other scenes. This
sequence was shot with three cameras. “Most of the series was
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done with two cameras, one wide and one less wide. Season two
had less coverage. We relied heavily on planted mikes for the
wide shots.”
Another challenge was that many interiors were shot in a
warehouse that had been converted into a soundstage, but the
acoustics were too reverberant when volume levels got loud. In
that case, he relied on the lavalieres.
Michael is quick to praise writer/show runner Noah Hawley
for his leadership in creating a mood and style for the show.
“He really concentrated on finding top-notch, first-rate talent.”

Martin Lee: Re-recording
Mixer (Dialogue, ADR, &
Music)

Like Michael Playfair, Martin
Lee also studied music, playing
guitar and piano. Martin attended Humber College for music,
Fanshawe College for recording
in Ontario, and was a composition major. Martin was lucky
enough to find a studio job while
he was still a student, working at
Re-recording mixer
Martin Lee
McClear Place, a large music
studio in Toronto at the time.
From there, he moved to Eastern Sound, where he started
mixing commercials and eventually worked with The Kids in the
Hall. For the first season, he was mix assistant (recordist). For
the second season, he mixed segments, and for the third season,
the producers decided to build their own post facility at the
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC). As a reward for his
work on the previous seasons, they offered Martin the job to
mix the show—and he was hired by the CBC.
Martin is quick to point out that working in post is almost a
necessity for any studio today, and that most of the old music
studios have gone out of business. For the ones that remain, job
turnover is rare. “Ten years after leaving music studios, the
music mixers were still the same.”
Eventually, Martin left the CBC for Casablanca Sound. After
Jane Tattersall took over management, Casablanca became
Tattersall Casablanca.

Kirk Lynds: Re-recording
Mixer: (Effects & Foley)

Kirk Lynds always loved music
(he plays guitar) and wanted to
become a sound engineer, but
tells us, “I decided to take the
safe route and go into electrical
engineering. After realizing that
it wasn’t for me at all, I transferred to a sound engineering
school in Toronto (Harris
Institute). It was there that I
Re-recording mixer
Kirk Lynds
became aware of post-production
sound and decided to focus my career in that direction.” Kirk
went on to intern at Casablanca Sound and Picture Toronto,
and was eventually hired on as a recordist.
Season one of Fargo had been mixed at another facility, but
for season two, the producers wanted to move post. Both rerecording mixers work on the show Vikings for MGM (which
also produces Fargo), and they were suggested as re-recording
mixers for season two. Sound supervisor Nick Forshager is in
Los Angeles while they mix in Toronto. Martin Lee explains,
“This was the first job for which I ever had to do an audition
mix.” Nick asked them to mix four scenes from season one,
partly as a workflow test to see if they could work from two
cities at the same time. “One thing they liked was that they
were able to point out that one of the sound effects was not
correct. They were using loons in a winter scene, and they
migrate to warmer weather in the winter,” Martin explained.
Apparently, this impressed the LA crew and they began work.
Similar to most shows, the schedule on Fargo was about a week
per episode. Nick supervised the first episode in Toronto and
then returned to Los Angeles for the remainder of the season.
Martin adds that, even though locations were sometimes
noisy, there is hardly ever any ADR in the series (except for
loop group). “Michael Playfair did an amazing job on the production side.” Martin uses both Cedar and iZotope RX5
mostly on the stage, although sometimes editors will prep some
material with noise reduction.
Asked if there were any scenes he was particularly happy with,
he mentioned a scene with Nick Offerman during a tense confrontation. And, of course, the season finale, which pits a shootout against a visit from a UFO, was a major challenge as so
much happens all at once. And in the award-winning episode
“The Gift of the Magi,” the shootout in the woods was among
the most complex mix scenes in the series.
Kirk explains, “This was a very busy episode. There was a lot
of real mixing to this episode. Crafting the sound for the shootout in the forest that intercuts with Reagan’s speech took a bit
of time to get right. And then the butcher shop scene at the end,
where the Gerhardts try and kill Ed and the butcher shop burns
down, was also challenging. Letting all the sound drift away when
Ed was being strangled and just leaving a tinnitus tone until the
mix pops back in really helped with the tension of the scene.”
The mix was supervised from Santa Monica, with Martin and
Kirk playing the Pro Tools session in Toronto. Aside from a
few minor issues, the system worked extremely well. Show runner Noah Hawley would give notes.

Martin and his co-mixer Kirk use two Pro Tools Icon
D-Commands with four Pro Tools systems. Martin mixes dialogue and music, and Kirk handles all FX and Foley. Production
dialogue on the show is typically about 16 tracks, with four
more for PFX and another four for dialogue alts. ADR may
have 12-16 tracks, but this show used hardly any ADR. ADR
was recorded at different facilities because of actor availability,
as many had moved onto other projects in other locations. ADR
is always double-tracked, with separate boom and lavaliere
tracks. Loop group was another eight tracks.
Martin was very happy that the producers agreed to a workflow that allowed time for a separate dialogue pre-dub before
the final mix of each episode, which is a rarity on episodic television.
Music decisions were all made by production. Mark Bensi, the
music editor, prepared the tracks for the stage on 8-10 stereo
splits. Martin added, “In terms of music, this is one of the
simplest jobs I have done; all decisions were made long before
they came to the dub stage.” Martin likes the Waves UM226 to
convert stereo to multi-channel.
For dialogue, Martin uses the Channel G console plug-in
from McDSP. “One of the nice things at Tattersall Sound is
that all rooms have all the same plug-ins for the mixers.” For
reverbs, he uses Altiverb 7 and Waves R360.
The FX session was set up for 60 tracks of BG, split into A/B
groups (consisting of stereo and mono tracks) and 60 tracks of
specifics (split into various groups), as well as four 5.1 tracks
for sound design. Foley would come in on 24 tracks and would
deliver full coverage. Kirk adds, “I would consistently use about
80% of it in the domestic mix. Even if PFX was covering the
sound, I would augment it with Foley if the sound was an
improvement.”
Kirk uses an Avid channel strip on every FX and Foley track
and C4 5.1 compressors and L2 limiters on stem masters.
Kirk’s reverb is handled by Altiverb and Waves R360.
Martin enjoys working with the crew on the show. “Nick
Forshager, the sound supervisor, is a really great guy to collaborate with, and I would also thank our recordist, Alex Aslund.”
Fargo is an intense show to work on, according to Martin.
“Because of the style of storytelling, you really have to watch
every scene very carefully. There wasn’t a minute of screen time
where we weren’t focusing on sound.”
Fargo sound crew

TELEVISION SERIES – ONE HOUR

GAME OF THRONES
“Hardhome”

by Karol Urban CAS MPSE

H

BO’s Game of Thrones is a ratings juggernaut featuring
multiple worlds, dozens of characters, royal conflicts,
supernatural creatures and, of course, flying dragons.
Reportedly, it has the fifth largest Twitter following of any TV
show and stimulates success for a book franchise, as well as
ridiculous incarnations of merchandise. The casting, visual
imagery, and sonic experience are simply mesmerizingly on
point.
And the sound team for Game of Thrones has proven just that
by receiving three consecutive CAS Awards for Outstanding
Achievement in Sound Mixing for a Television Series – One
Hour these past three years. They are clearly making something
special.
“Hardhome” was an exceptional episode, two feuding families
together, gathering and gaining the following of their people
and building their army to join together for a battle against …
lightning-speed attacking zombies! All while the White Walkers
creepily watched on with sterile satisfaction.
The battle built beautifully with sonic cues off screen featuring dog barks, screams, and branch cracks which hurried people
running for salvation into frame. It continued to grow over the
course of the next 15 minutes with the classic big battle GOT
sounds, giant foot thumps, and undead crawling over walls and
throwing their bodies off cliffs just to regenerate anew. Then
impressively, full music cue and battle Foley, SFX and group
drops at one point to near silence—intensifying a stare down
between Jon Snow and the Night King that finishes with the
King raising his arms to raise the women, children, and warriors
into blood-thirsty zombies. The solitude created after a barrage
of music crescendos, battleaxes and swords, group wails and
efforts into the desperate breaths and small laps of water under
Jon’s small boat from land was incredibly effective. It was a true
dance of sound. How did they do it?

Ronan Hill CAS and Richard Dyer CAS:
Production Mixers

Production is divided into two teams: Dragon and Wolf.
Ronan Hill leads Dragon, a team consisting of boom op Simon
Kerr, second assistant Johnny Wait, and sound trainee Daniel
McCabe. Richard Dyer leads Wolf, consisting of assistant
Bradley Kendrick and second assistant Kelly Stewart.
Richard’s team is a close-knit machine. Bradley and Kelly
having worked together for five years now, starting on Great
Expectations for BBC in 2011. Richard explains, “Their contributions cannot be underestimated in the acquisition of the
scripted dialogue. Between [Bradley and Kelly], they run an
excellent floor, watching crew rehearsals, planning boom coverage, and rigging all the radio mics. Their decision making is
paramount to the delivery of the best possible tracks arriving
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at the desk for me to get to work with. They cope with the
daily pressures magnificently—showing great personal qualities with all cast and crew. Their conscientiousness is key to
the consistently good tracks that we are able to provide. There
are no occasions when I need to ask them to address a particular issue—we are all on cans throughout the day and they are
usually in there making adjustments before I even get to say
anything.”
Ronan also has a top-notch team who, on this episode, was
tasked with shooting the long epic battle. Ronan cites
“Hardhome” as one of the most challenging episodes to date.
While interior scenes and scenes around the shore landing and
evacuation were relatively free of the smoke machines and large
wind machines needed for VFX, many of the scenes around the
stockade were very difficult. “Radio mic transmitters were padded for scenes with heavy background and, as the artists raised
their level to compensate for the background level and stage
direction, it allowed a realistic chance of their dialogue being
cleaned up and mixed against a textured non-machine Atmos
track,” expresses Ronan. He uses DPA 4071 lavaliere mics to
get a natural quality while capturing every word.
Logistically, as cameras were shooting in every direction, he
relied greatly on his portable sound cart. “My portable rig with
a second Sound Devices 788T, CL8, and Audio Ltd. RK3
radio receiver racks was ready to grab for run-and-gun or boatbased shots,” he explains adding, “the Audio Ltd. 2040 receivers allow a fast swap of radio mic receivers from the cart-based
RK6 radio mic rack to the portable RK3 racks.”
And this is to say nothing of weather and location conditions
like horizontal rain, which occurred during the shooting of this
scene—but did not stop taping.
Clearly, the commitment of these professionals is evident in
the results. Both Richard and Ronan take great pride in their
mix tracks and credit their teams and the educated preparation
with their success.

Brett Voss CAS: Foley Mixer

The team of Foley is lead by mixer Brett Voss and consists of
father-and-son Foley artists, Jeffrey Wilhoit and Dylan Wilhoit.
They stomp out 48-58 minutes of Foley to embody a princesses’ light goblet touch to an army of sword-wielding war-

From left: Presenter Steve Venezia CAS, Brett Voss CAS,
Onnalee Blank CAS, Mathew Waters CAS, and presenter
Dana Gourrier. Photo: ©Ana Gibert 2016

riors. At times, more than 14 tracks of footsteps and 24 tracks
of Foley are delivered to sound editorial.
He credits Tim Kimmel, supervising sound editor, for his
skillful cueing. On a project of this scope, the tendency can easily be to over cue, which can slow down productivity in Foley,
editorial, and later in post. Bret explains, “He’s [Tim] really got
it down to a science. He knows what we are going to do, what
will help, and what we should be spending our time on.” This
must have certainly been a godsend on “Hardhome.”
Brett explains how mic placement is paramount in making
plot-specific Foley shine in situations like large battle scenes, as
well as appear natural to the environment. “We typically use one
or two close mics and a room mic blend to differentiate between
story point Foley and background schmutz. Proper microphone
placement is always very important. Too close, too far, wrong
prop, or shoes and it turns into exactly what we don’t want to
sound like: Foley. We are always striving to blend and sit in the
production track as best as we can.” In a VFX-heavy show like
Game of Thrones, the realism created by his work to place characters into these worlds is truly convincing.

Onnalee Blank CAS and Mathew Waters CAS:
Re-recording Mixers

Onnalee and Matt have a very high level of expectation for each
other and themselves, as well as the clear goal of creating a fluid
mix that feels like a true marriage between dialogue, music,
Foley and SFX and takes the viewer on a journey. Matt explains,
“We definitely work hard to match spaces and style. We take
pride in working together. We talk about [how sometimes] we
will go to a theater and watch a big film where the sound mix
seems like awesome pre-dubs but they never seem to fit together. We pride ourselves in having one fluid, cohesive track.”
Onnalee reiterates, “Matt and I are always matching our reverbs
together to help Foley and dialogue sound as one. We talk about
how we should make a scene sound and feel. [For] the big
sequences, we come up with a game plan before we start mixing
how the scene should be shaped in order to create depth.”
On Game of Thrones, Matt and Onnalee reference the temp
guide mix from picture editorial on larger scenes, but they
remain open to new ways of attaining the emotional intent.
Onnalee explains, “We watch and take note of how they temped
certain sequences … It is our job to present a new idea but with

the same intentions as the temp. Sometimes our
ideas work and sometimes not. But what is great
about the creatives that we work for is they love
hearing new things and allow us to tell a story with
sound as long as it helps and supports the story
they are trying to tell.”
The battle scene’s music drops out in one section, revealing carnage and evoking a hard, sobering feeling of horror and panic. Onnalee explains
how this decision came to be. “There wasn’t anyone telling us how we should shape the scene. This
is something that Matt and I decided together in
order to create some shape to the very long battle
sequence.” Matt concurs. “We mix these long battle scenes with
the intent to change them up throughout the scene to help create emotion and excitement. We always fear that it will just be
loud and have no peaks and valleys. We work hard to ensure the
ride doesn’t get stale.”
Later, when we are fixed on the Night King and he raises the
dead, sound design and music seem to merge to a point where
identifying one against the other is almost impossible. Onnalee
breaks it down. “That particular sound was both [music and
SFX]. Matt had quite a few sound design elements and I also
had music. We took some music out in certain spots to blend
it [better] with the sound design to create this eerie sound on
the army of the dead. I am not scared of manipulating the music
to blend with the sound design so we can’t tell which is which
in some cases. And when that happens, it is fun. Our composer
gives us such a wonderful score to play and mix!” She also
elaborates. “The zombie vocals were challenging because they
could have easily just been monster sounds, but we really
wanted to make them sound different since magic drove them
to move and be zombies in the first place.”
If the sound of Game of Thrones has a trademark, it is its
dynamic detail. There is always a twist or turn around the corner in the soundtrack to drive the story. “Hardhome” was no
different and it all happens as a result of continual collaboration, attention to detail, and a clear commitment to finding the
best ways to use sound to tell the story. Bravo.

Photo: HBO
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TELEVISION SERIES – HALF-HOUR

MODERN FAMILY
“Connection Lost”

by Mary Jo Lang CAS

I

t was a delight to talk to the winners of the CAS Award for
Television Series – Half-Hour, Modern Family “Connection
Lost.” The entire episode was filmed primarily on iPhones
and the story was told using only visuals from iPads, computer
screens, and iPhones. It was inventive and so much fun.
The winners, Stephen Tibbo CAS for production mixing,
Dean Okrand CAS and Brian Harman CAS for re-recording
mixing, and David Michael Torres for Foley mixing, let me in
on how they approached this challenging show. (Of note, due
to scheduling issues, we were unable to conduct an interview
with Brian Harman.)

Stephen Tibbo CAS: Production Mixer
Congratulations on your win!

Thank you very much. The show’s been a kind of surreal dream
for all of us. Modern Family was kind of lightning in a bottle and
gave us all of these challenges. I was really happy with the way
“Connection Lost” came out. When I read the script, I didn’t
know how it would come out and I thought it would create a
great challenge on set, which it did.

I bet it did!

Well, you know, we shot the episode in a day and a half. That
meant we were shooting four sets simultaneously. So Claire
was in front of a green screen (she was supposed to be at the
airport), she starts talking to Phil and then Alex pops in (at
the Dunphy household)—all four sets were on the same stage.
We were able to set up in the middle of the stage with the
director and the whole technical crew. Then we had the Mitch/
Cam/Lilly set and also Jay, Gloria, Manny, and Luke were on
the other set. Steve Levitan said he really wanted to keep it live
for all the actors, so I said, “That’s interesting … OK! But you
are going to have to get behind me. I’m going to ask for a lot
of gear and a really large crew.”
The first day, we had seven boom operators and another
person doing IFB. Each actor needed to hear everybody else
over an earwig, but not be listening to themselves because of
feedback. So there were four different feeds there plus a feed
to everybody else, camera operators, the director, ADs, everybody else that needed to listen. Then my boom operators were
on a private line with me and the IFB. We did wire everybody,
just in case, because you never know in comedy if you’re going
to get some kind of ad lib that’s going to be really funny, and
you have to capture it!
The earwigs were Phonak invisitys. Thank God for Robert
Anzalone over at Location Sound who really helped me coordinate all those frequencies. He tested all the equipment and
gave me what frequencies to put things on. And it worked—
that was the big thing.
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From left: Presenters Phillip Palmer and Mo Collins, Penny Coghlan
(supervising sound editor), David Michael Torres, Brian R. Harman CAS,
Dean Okrand CAS, Srdjan “Serge” Popovic (boom operator), Stephen A.
Tibbo CAS, and William Munroe (second boom operator)
Photo: ©Ana Gibert 2016

Another thing was Steve Levitan being in the control area and
needing to be able to talk to the actors. So I had him going
through the board with the script supervisor so that they each had
their own handhelds so they could talk to the actors anytime they
wanted. I set that up on a little mute group so I could un-mute it
whenever I saw them talking. That helped so he didn’t have to go
out to each set—he could flip open the mic and start talking.
For mics, I use Schoeps CMIT5U blue shotguns primarily
and mixer-wise for most episodes I’m on a Yamaha O1v 96i.
For this episode, I took advantage of the Behringer ADAT
analog to digital converter, which gave me eight additional ins
and outs, and for recorders, I used a Zaxcom Deva 5 and a
Sound Devices 788T, both of which I was feeding analog for
the mix and digital AES in’s for all kinds of iso’s and so forth.
And then I had an additional Zaxcom Nomad for additional
iso’s. I had a lot going on!
The only thing that we didn’t do on those first few days was
the second unit shoot with Dylan on the street, spinning the
sign. Steven Morrow did that second unit, as it couldn’t be
done live. Everything was done on the booms, for the most
part. The only thing off the lav was when Haley comes in the
background behind Phil, so there were two feeds. It was really
complicated—you can talk to Dean (Okrand) about that—
what perspective do you mix to? I think he did a great job
blending the two. David (Michael Torres), too, with the Foley
work added a lot—all the mouse clicks and the keyboard
stuff—that was all him!
I do want to mention who helped me out. All of them are
awesome and I’m so lucky to have really good boom operators
on this episode in particular. Because I had so many things
going on, I didn’t want to have to worry about “Is this person
going to be on axis or not?”
My normal number one boom operator is Srdjan “Serge”
Popovic. William Munroe is on second boom, then I regularly
have Peter Hansen, a third boom operator on big days. And
then Ken Strain, Corey Woods, John Sheridan, John Hayes,
and Noel Espinosa. And I’m going to give you 10 names
because they were not consecutive days and not everyone could
come back. There was Brian Whittle and Devendra Cleary CAS
who handled the IFBs. They are all very talented and I couldn’t
have done it without them.

Well, I will tell you that Steve Tibbo, when I talked to
him, was quite complimentary.

Yeah, Steve. He does such an amazing job on the production
audio that it gave me a great reference for matching and sweetening to keep it consistent.

How many seasons have you been on Modern Family?

Seven seasons. All of them, starting with episode one, season one.
The production crew from Modern Family “Connection Lost.” Srdjan
“Serge” Popovic, John Sheridan, Peter Hansen (crouching), Brian Wittle,
Stephen A. Tibbo CAS, Corey Woods, William Munroe (back), and Ken
Strain

One thing I was going to say was I did analyze the episode
from the get-go on how should this sound. This was going to
be playing over computers, FaceTime conversations, so it was
really important to me to have it feel open and natural sounding. I took in to meetings with the producers the importance
of having the booms because I knew they all cared deeply about
how something should appear as real as possible. The actors
had no visuals of the other sets because of the lag—8 to 14
frames. We do do it regularly where we are filming someone on
FaceTime on another set and that’s fine when you do one—I
dial in an offset. But in this case, where we had so many sets
going on at the same time, that wouldn’t work.

Well, I thought it all blended together so well and I
want to congratulate you on that.

Thank you. You know, I didn’t know if people would recognize all that went into the episode but, obviously, they did. It
won the CAS Award and the Emmy this year, which is amazing. Though, being on a show I enjoy doing is the biggest
gift.

David Michael Torres: Foley Mixer
It’s so nice to be speaking with you, David. So, tell me
about the show.

Before we even started working on it, we had to try out several
keyboards—we tried at least six—for Claire’s typing and it was
narrowed down to two. We did a lot of wild tracks—space bar
hits, return key hits. Through the conversations, we did a
couple of passes, if not more, of each keyboard, just to try to
get the right rhythm, the right phrasing of the words. That
way, Penny Harold, the supervising sound editor, could take
the best of it and cut it in. Some of the typing was really fast
and, when you look at it, it looks like a blur, but you don’t want
it to sound like a blur. Another important thing was the track
pad, moving the fingers so when you see the cursor on the
screen, the finger moving across the pad had to match throughout the whole show. It was like a separate cloth pass, pretty
challenging. And all the footsteps and props you see, we had to
cover. It was quite extensive.

I think that is true of the whole crew.

Another thing that we emphasized, too, was the handling of the
cellphones. With any kind of movement, we did subtle live mic
bumps. Especially with Jay—every time he answered the phone,
he put it up to his ear, forgetting he was being FaceTimed, we
had to give some light mic movement.

Do you use a separate mic for that?

No, we use the regular Sennheiser shotgun mic and sometimes the
Neumann U87 for props, but the main thing that makes all the
difference is the Avalon tube preamps; they are just wonderful.

What Foley artists do you work with?

I work with Tim Chilton and Jill Sanders. They’ve been a team
for more than 25 years now. In fact, Jill did all the typing for
the show. She is great at the finesse stuff.

So I assume you had a day to do this show.

Yeah. You know, every episode is different. It doesn’t matter
how long it takes, you just do it until it’s done. Modern Family
is a challenge because you never really know when they are going
to emphasize the Foley in a scene—if they do at all! So I have
to treat it as if every scene is going to be used. It ends up being
a very thorough and special M&E. That’s the approach we take
for the show. And you know, if they are going to submit a show
for an Emmy, that show is going to be really busy!

That’s true!

And these half-hour shows just seem to get busier every year.

Do you get a lot of feedback from the dub stage? From
Dean and Brian?

I always communicate with the dub stage mixers on all my shows.
How did that sound? Do you want something to sound different? I always want to be in on that. I don’t want someone to
come up to me later and say, “You should have done something
different for that.” Sound is subjective, so I want to hear feedback as soon as possible. I talk with Brian a lot about that—he
makes me shine! Brian and Dean are great guys and I’m right
down the hall from them, so if they need a fix, it’s so quick.

That really helps.

And Penny Harold, our supervisor, is really great. She’ll let us
know if there are some things that are really important.

Where do you normally work?
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I work at Smart Post Sound. I do everything over there. I’m the
main Foley mixer there. I’ve been there since 2005. We do a lot
of half- and one-hour shows.

Do you use a lot of outboard equipment or plug-ins?

Less is more, so I prefer not to get into crazy processing and
EQing.

I feel the same way!

If we’ve got the right prop or the right pair of shoes, we will
make it work.

Well, speaking as a fellow Foley mixer, it has been
wonderful to talk shop with you. I love what you do
and congratulate you on your award.
Thank you!

Dean Okrand CAS: Re-recording Mixer
So, tell me about working on Modern Family and
especially that episode. I thought it was spectacular.

It was a real special episode. Actually, I watched it at home, not
in a work environment, and it just sucked me into the show.
Working on it and watching it are two totally different experiences. Watching it, I wanted to know where it was going, the
mystery of the show.
What’s it like working on it? Well, I’ve been doing it for seven
years now, and I always enjoy it. I’ve made some good friends
and, to be frank, I think at this point in my career, that’s the
most important part of what I do—the relationships I have with
the people that I’m working with.

Were there any special challenges on this one that you
hadn’t seen before?

Well, yes. From Steve Tibbo’s perspective, it was a very different show than from my perspective. He had a lot of locations
going on simultaneously—the show was almost produced live
and that’s really different from what they normally do. Steve
had his hands full and did a masterful job.
From my perspective, the most interesting thing was mixing
it on a dubbing stage knowing it was going to sound really different on a television set at home. We had all of these different
locations that were futzed coming through computer speakers
or iPhones and they may sound great on speakers on a stage, but
coming out of little speakers on a television set—it’s something
you have to keep in mind. On a television set, all the locations
tended to sound the same, and we were trying to make everybody sound unique in and of its place—and that was a difficult
challenge. But we worked on it and thought we came up with a
good solution to make it work.

I think so, too. Is it in your head how differently you
have to make it sound? How do you know how it will
end up sounding?

Well, I guess, yes, it’s in my head. There is one scene where Phil
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is way in the back in the kitchen, but we heard him through
Alex’s point of view on her computer, so we had to get Phil to
sound far away, even though he was being boomed, but we
couldn’t make him sound as if he were off mic. We wanted to
make sure people felt like they were watching the character in
the room through the computer screen. We mix the show on the
big speakers and then played it back through an actual television
set. That’s the only way the people in the Modern Family office
hear the show. They never hear it on big speakers. And we’ve
been doing that for seven years.
This was the only time I actually watched the show before we
dubbed it. It gave me some ideas on how I wanted to create the
different environments. Backgrounds were really important,
though we didn’t play the backgrounds that we normally would.
When Claire was in the airport, you didn’t hear the airport until
she was online. Which is crazy. Normally at an airport, you hear
all sorts of backgrounds, pages, or announcements—but the
thought was to bring you into the other computers, to have no
backgrounds until you start to hear Claire and I think that was a
good decision and played really well. It was contrary to my normal
way of thinking, but I thought it was a good choice. It wasn’t my
idea!

You could take it.

No, no, it’s good. It’s a collaborative effort.

How did you get started in this business?

I started at a noncommercial radio station when I was in high
school and I loved it. My brother worked at a noncommercial
radio station ... you know how you are envious of what your older
brother does. So, I got interested in it and had a middle-of-thenight radio show here in Los Angeles when I was a senior in high
school. At UC Berkeley, I worked at the college radio station
there and met a guy who was still in high school, but was an
incredible music mixer at 16 years old! We did a lot of music
remotes together and, I thought, this is amazing! So I came back
to LA and wanted to get a job in a recording studio. It took me
almost three quarters of a year, but I got a job in a studio that
recorded music for television, in particular, Donny and Marie. But
it was the first place other than Glen Glenn that did post-production sound for video tape, which was in its infancy. We
eventually organized and got in the union. A bunch of us then
went over to Glen Glenn’s and things just took off from there.

So you’ve been involved in mixing your whole career?

Yes. It’s all I really know how to do. And it’s the only thing I
want to do. And Brian is very helpful to me. Brian’s father was
a mixer and I worked with his dad in the ’80s at Glen Glenn.
Twenty years later, I was working with his dad again, and he was
ready to retire. He told me, “I want my son to be sitting in my
chair with you, Dean.” So, six or seven years later, there is Brian
sitting next to me.

That’s great. It’s been a pleasure talking to you, Dean.
And congratulations, again.
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“Danny Elfman’s Music from the
Films of Tim Burton”
by Mary Jo Lang CAS

I

t was pure pleasure to talk to the winners of the Television
Non-Fiction, Variety, Music Series or Specials, Live from
Lincoln Center “Danny Elfman’s Music from the Films of
Tim Burton.” The PBS show was filmed during a run of seven
shows at Avery Fisher Hall in New York. It features live performances of edited suites of music composed by Danny Elfman
for 12 of Tim Burtons’s films, including Batman, Batman
Returns, Edward Scissorhands, Pee-wee’s Big Adventure, and The
Nightmare Before Christmas.
Re-recording mixer Ken Hahn CAS and production mixer
Paul Bevan are both based in New York and were happy to share
with me their experiences working on this particular show.
Ken Hahn has owned his own studio, Sync Sound in New
York City, with his business partner and engineer, Bill Marino,
for the past 30 years. He has worked on hundreds of documentaries, episodic television shows and orchestral programs and
operas. He brings a different skill set to each project, depending
on what is required to do the best job for that format. For Live
at Lincoln Center, the challenges were many—short schedule (two
to three days), the complexity of music, working with a single
performance with no overdubbing, and the fact that the post was
being done as the show was being locked. Paul Bevan’s collaboration and Danny Elfman’s presence at the mix were very impor-
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tant, as they knew the scores so well
and were able to guide Ken through
many of the more complex pieces. It
was important to Ken to deliver a
product as good as it could be while
retaining a “live” feel, in addition to
having it translate well to television.
Ken gave much credit to the picture
editor, Nick Palm, and executive
producer and director, Andrew Wilk,
for keeping the energy of the music Re-recording mixer
Ken Hahn CAS
alive with cuts of various film clips
and Tim Burton’s original drawings interspersed with the
orchestra’s performance. Additionally, there were interviews with
the composer and Tim Burton and some “on the street” comments by audience members to add to the mix.
Ken told me he insists on watching the program before beginning to work on it to get a feel for the show and see what is
working and what needs special attention. Ken works alone
most of the time and pre-dubs the dialogue and music himself,
and then screens with clients to make adjustments to the mix.
He edits in Pro Tools 10 or 12 and mixes “in the box” on an
Avid Icon D-Control console. For this mix, Ken chose to use
his K+H 5.1 monitoring system. Ken also uses iZotope RX5
for noise control, Avid Pro compressors, and Pro limiters,
FabFilter EQ and de-essers and SSL G Series EQ and dynamics
plug-ins.
Ken told me that to be recognized with a CAS Award is, in
his opinion, the most satisfying of all the awards he has garnered (this is his fifth CAS win), because only his peers nominate and vote in the process. He had high praise for Paul Bevan,
who also won the CAS Award for production mixing.
Paul moved to the United States from London 20 years ago
and, among his many other projects, has mixed the Boston Pops
and The Lord of the Rings: Live
to Projection project for 10
years each. He told me that
was where he developed the
skills to mix and record live
orchestras and choruses. For
the past two years, he has
been traveling around the
world with the show “Danny
Elfman’s Music from the
Films of Tim Burton,” as
the front of house mixer,
and his participation was
invaluable in both recording
and mixing the show for the
PBS series Live from Lincoln
Center.
He used 75 to 80 microphones when recording the
show to get a very present
sound with equal values for
all instruments, but is always
conscious of keeping a very

natural
sound for
the orchestra
and
chorus. In
the Danny
Elfman
scores,
motifs and
musical
Production mixer
lines are
Paul Bevan
repeated
on different instruments and they all
need to be heard equally. He employs
a method he calls ‘semi-close’
mic’ing—using groups of microphones in sections, rather than mic’ing
every instrument. This allows the players and conductor to maintain their
balance.
For the strings, he uses the
Symphotec© microphone system,
which uses routers to mix groups of
instruments through a patent microphone circuit. A single router can control up to five microphones and gently
balances them out. This allows him to
concentrate on “mixing music” instead
of managing lots and lots of inputs. He
is very conscious of mic placement in
order to minimize loud instrument
bleed, such as brass and percussion
bleeding into the woodwind and string
mics. Additionally, he tries to make
sure the mics are not too visible on
television.
This particular project called for a
big sound in the hall—not loud, but
very present. This show’s challenges
included getting a clean recording in
the very live acoustics of Avery Fisher
Hall, and not hearing too much of the
PA coming back into the microphones.
Paul particularly enjoys working with
conductor John Mauceri, whom he
says in his estimation, is the best in
the business at conducting movie
scores.
Both of these engineers were so generous with their time and knowledge
and I cannot thank them enough for
sharing their experiences with me.
Their love for what they do comes
through in their work and I am so glad
I was able to spend time with them.
Congratulations to you both! •
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TECHNICAL ACHIEVEMENT AWARD WINNERS
by Matt Foglia CAS

PRODUCTION
SOUND DEVICES SL-6

P

aul Isaacs, Director of Product Management and Design
at Sound Devices, summed it up nicely in one of the
Sound Devices product videos when he said: “I think we
can all agree that cables suck. Especially in a confined space, like
a production sound mixer’s bag.”
In an effort to greatly reduce the amount of cables cluttering
a mixer’s bag, Sound Devices developed the SL-6, which
smoothly integrates with their 688 mixer/recorder—and introduced both last spring. The SL-6 has three SuperSlot slots that
can house most receivers. It also offers some convenient power
features such as an NP1 battery slot, two 12V iso outputs, and
a USB charging port.
I asked Sound Devices co-founder and Managing Director
Jon Tatooles what the inspiration for the SL-6 was. “We see so
many photos of customers’ bags with complex interconnections
and power schemes—and we’re part of the mess that’s in the
bag. (Sound Devices President) Matt Anderson came up with
the idea of taking the existing slots and extending their capabilities. The Unislot has been around for a couple of years—
with Audio Ltd. and Lectrosonics using them direct to cameras—so we added digital interconnects and serial control.”
Because the sound bag is centered around the recorder, they
reached out to wireless manufacturers and worked together with
them to implement Sound Devices’ SuperSlot—which is the
industry’s first non-proprietary, open wireless control and
interfacing standard. Speaking of the initial introduction of
products from wireless manufactures, Jon said, “Wisycom and
Lectrosonics were the first two companies ready to have their
products work with SuperSlot, but Audio Ltd., Sennheiser, and
Zaxcom will soon have wireless products available with the
technology.”
I asked Jon how Sound Devices tested the SL-6 to make sure
it—along with the 688—were ready for the market. “We pound
the products to create and re-create scenarios to make sure everything is working as expected. We even joke that my colleague
Nicholas Vandrush is ‘the Bug Whisperer’ because of his ability
to get all the bugs out.” Inquiring on how the development of
recorders/mixers has changed over the years, Jon provided this
insight: “A lot of devices today are, basically, computers that are
application specific. They’re very different than just the pure
electro-mechanical devices such as mics or loudspeakers.”
With the continual development of creative products that
serve our craft and improve our ability to do work, it’s no wonder that Sound Devices was awarded this recognition.
Congratulations!
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Ed Capp, Vice President, Jennifer Schwarzkopf, Head of Marketing
Communications, Jon Tatooles, President of Sound Devices.
Photo: ©Ana Gibert 2016

Sound Devices SL-6

POST PRODUCTION
iZotope RX5 ADVANCED

W

ith its RX software, iZotope is a company that seems
to be constantly focused on improving its products.
Recently, I caught up with Melissa Misicka, iZotope’s Brand and Corporate Marketing Director, to get some
“Insight” into the company’s process.

What does iZotope do relative to research that inspires
new processors or features?

It’s a mix of internal and external inspiration. We’re constantly
on the road, visiting facilities large and small, from major film
and television networks to individual users who work from
home. It’s exciting … there’s nothing like the human aspect of
sitting in the trenches with users, experiencing the pains and
frustrations that come with wanting maximum audio quality
under tight deadlines and workflow impediments.
We also receive a constant stream of audio files, which we
use both to help educate users on better methods, and to challenge our research team to improve our DSP. There are perks

to this … we sign agreements, and we hear the raw audio you
don’t … so when people watching live television or sports
wonder what was really being said, we actually know!
Of course, we can’t be omnipresent, but we do have the Internet.
We communicate with users via forums, social media, email, and
phone. The conversation never ends: it’s always evolving.

RX5’s “Instant Process” ups the convenience factor
significantly. How do you decide which new features
to implement?

We prioritize new features based on either the requested volume or the perceived opportunity. Ambience Match for
instance, was an opportunity … nobody was specifically
requesting those features, but we were seeing a lot of users
experiencing the pain of ambient noise gaps and dropouts, no
handles from the video editor, and so on. Instant Process, on
the other hand, was definitely a popular request. Users were
keen for us to speed up the spectral editing workflow, and
articulately describing repetitive tasks that an Instant Process
feature would help speed up.
We also have a traditional beta team from a wide swath of
disciplines. They keep us honest and accountable, as do some of
our VIP users who may not be on the beta, but are very intimately involved in our research and development.

Last year, you all mentioned that you were building a
mastering room, a mix room, and a performance space
to have a more controlled environment
to perform evaluations. Are those
complete?

The team puts RX through its paces in the control room of iZotope
Studios. Photo: VentureFizz

Yes, they are complete, and they are very
useful! A primary driver for the studio’s
installation was to support product design
and development—making a real-world
environment more readily accessible to the
entire staff for critical listening, feature
testing, audio example creation, preset
design, and research into digital signal processing. We also really enjoy hosting educational events onsite, bringing in students,
and professionals from the local community. And, of course, we also love to use them
for fun! The majority of iZotope employees
are musicians themselves, so we make good
use of the studios after hours for staff jams,
personal projects, synth fairs, listening parties, and anything else our crew dreams up.

Finally, are there any other interesting
RX facts you’d like to share?

Well, RX has one of iZotope’s best Easter
eggs: it’s a video game inspired by Breakout,
the classic Atari game. It’s been in RX for
years, and it’s rarely discovered. No, I won’t
tell you how to get there!
Congratulations on, once again, improving a product that is a staple in the field of
sound for picture. •
CAS QUARTERLY
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CAS STUDENT RECOGNITION AWARD
by David Bondelevitch CAS MPSE

RECIPIENT

MATT YOCUM
2015 CAS Student Recognition Award recipient Matt Yocum
of Savannah College of Art and Design (SCAD) was lucky to
attend Weaver Academy for the Performing Arts High School
in Greensboro, NC, a school that allowed students to major in
music production. Matt has been using Pro Tools since his
freshman year in high school. Being a music program, Matt
had to audition to get in.

I

n his senior year of high school, his instructor, Cirt Gill,
encouraged him to learn Foley and sound effects to broaden
his recording experience, and encouraged him to apply to
SCAD. Because of his high school program, Matt already felt
comfortable with Pro Tools, as well as the basic use of EQ,
compression, and reverb.
Cirt Gill responded, “From day one as a freshman, Matt was
very interested in the process of recording and eager to learn.
He always took pride in his assignments and provided leadership in the classroom. I am very proud of Matt and excited
about his success.”
Matt feels that the foundation classes at SCAD were very
strong and helped him get a good start. The three general
courses on sound design led to much more specific classes,
including dialogue editing, music editing, and surround sound.
It was in the surround class where Matt found his passion for
mixing. His professor, Robin Beauchamp, gave him a private
course in his final semester on mixing in surround and, as a
result, Matt mixed seven senior films that semester, graduating
with a BFA in sound design. Matt not only won the CAS
Student Award in 2015, he shared the Motion Picture Sound
Editors (MPSE) Student Award in 2015 for the film Sea
Odyssey, and was nominated again in 2016. He also traveled to
Berlin to receive a Red Dot Award for his mix on the film No-A.
Robin Beauchamp told us, “In my 33 years of teaching, I
would place Matt in the top 1% of all students I have taught.
He possesses all of the qualities that I believe necessary to enter
and succeed in the professional world. He really was moved by
the experience and made some tremendous contacts. At a reception before the awards, Matt commented that, if he had to lose,
he would not feel bad losing to the competition. I was really
impressed that Matt was able to appreciate and respect the work
of others. Over these four years, I developed a deep respect for
the creative and intellectual potential of this young man. I was
always impressed with the humility he possessed in the learning
process and believe that he will thrive under the mentorship of
any of the many great mixers in the Cinema Audio Society.”
Graduating from the SCAD program, Matt was Pro Tools
11-certified and Icon-certified. Matt’s mentors at SCAD
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2014 CAS Student Recognition Award recipient Danny Maurer,
Sherry Klein CAS, and 2015 recipient Matt Yocum (right)
Photo: ©Ana Gibert 2016

encouraged him to join the Cinema Audio Society. He spent
some time in NYC, but decided he preferred to be in LA, so he
moved to Los Angeles with no internship or job lined up.
He arrived in LA in September and went to the Mix Magazine
event at Sony Studios two days later. The event was co-hosted
by the CAS and the MPSE. At the event, he made contact with
several people who would become instrumental in helping him
start a career. He first spoke with Tom Graham of Avid, who
had moderated one of the sessions at the event, and Tom introduced him to sound editor and re-recording mixer Will Files,
who had participated in one of the panels. They spoke for 30
minutes, and Will was nice enough to follow up after their initial meeting and give Matt a tour of the Fox lot.
Matt has now been in Los Angeles for seven months, beginning as a runner at The Farm LA, a small post-production facility that does both video and audio. He has continued working
on independent short films and shorts for friends. Eventually,
he got his biggest project yet when Will Files referred a film
produced by Jeff Nichols, the feature In the Radiant City. Matt
was a dialogue editor on the film.
From there, Matt moved on to supervising sound editor and
re-recording mixer for a short film directed by James Franco,
Tenn, about Tennessee Williams. This, in turn, led to him
recording a rap album for Franco and Dangeruss, which will be
used in an upcoming project by Franco.
When asked how he felt about his success so far, Matt replied,
“More work is always better! I feel that I’ve been pretty lucky
with the connections I’ve had. I’m halfway to union hours at
this point.” Mixing feature films is his long-term goal. “The
most satisfying thing is to be able to take all the different elements of sound and combine them into something meaningful.
The psychology of sound gives you the ability to affect someone without their knowledge, like a puppeteer pulling the

strings. You can influence whether the audience feels tension,
suspense, relief, or tranquility. You can change emotion
through music. There are a lot of cool psychological things you
can do through sound, specifically through mixing.”
When asked how his education at SCAD prepared him for the
industry, he replied, “The professors really were instrumental in
pushing me to do my own work outside of class. We were always
expected to work on more than just the required projects, and
we were taught to prepare the material very carefully. Students
were held to pro standards even if they were only student projects. In particular, Pete Damski CAS taught about workplace
professionalism by providing support outside of normal work
hours.”
The curriculum at SCAD also focuses on collaboration.
Students always work in groups. With as many as 200 sound
design majors, student directors will have a full team for production and post. Students usually wind up focusing on a single
area, such as location sound or re-recording mixing.
As Matt explained in his acceptance speech for the CAS
Awards, not every parent wants their child to go to an art
school, so he thanks his parents profusely for their support. He
also thanked his high school teacher, Mr. Gill, for inspiring him
to think outside the box, the faculty at SCAD, and his girlfriend
Ana for her support.
Matt continued: “And thanks to the CAS for an amazing
experience! Two minutes of exposure at the awards show was
worth more than three years of looking for jobs.” As a result of
that exposure, he was invited to tour Smart Post Sound and met

the CAS Award winners from Modern Family, Dean Okrand CAS
and Brian Harman CAS. He was also invited to dinner with Jon
Taylor CAS, who won for mixing The Revenant. Additionally, he
met with Rob Rosenthal, founder of the Formosa Group.
Along with all these perks, Matt also took home a check for
$2,500 (sponsored by former President and Career Achievement
recipient Michael Minkler CAS and Zack Teperman). Runnersup each took home $500, thanks to another anonymous donor.
All of the nominees received a nice gift bag from various sponsors filled with a Cargo Cult Slapper, a K-Tek mini-boom with
the nominee’s name engraved, iZotope RX5, a Sound Dogs
Sound Design Library (with 24GB of almost 4,000 SFX), and
Sony Pro Audio MDR-7506 headphones. Matt also received a
copy of Cargo Cult Conformalizer.
When asked if he felt unprepared for anything he has experienced in the industry, Matt replied, “The only thing that school
can’t prepare you for is to put in the effort to be successful. You
have to be willing to live and breathe sound nonstop. Always
have a plan, but be prepared to adapt your plan. If you are in the
right place at the right time, but you are not ready for the job,
then it doesn’t mean anything.” He uses the example of his
position on a feature and working with James Franco.
“Thousands of hours of preparation went into being able to
accept the offer and do a good job. If you work hard and put
yourself in the right position, success will follow.” Matt’s goals
are to finish his hours to join the union and keep working. He
certainly seems on course to do just that. •
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ALCHEMY ON THE DUB STAGE

The Wizardry
of Managing Client
by Mark Rozett CAS

Expectations

Legendary re-recording mixer Richard Portman was
reputed to have occasionally shown up at the console in
full wizard’s regalia—complete with robes and pointed
hat. It’s perhaps not a total stretch, as a mixer’s audio
manipulations can sometimes seem “magical,” especially
to someone of a nontechnical bent. But in actuality, successfully navigating a dub session often requires you to
be more than “merely” a master of your craft. In fact,
it’s sometimes said that “stage manner” is perhaps THE
most important skill needed on the mix stage. Keeping
cool and calm while still performing sonic prestidigitation can be a challenge, requiring abilities far outside
the audio spectrum. Being “just” a wizard isn’t really
enough. Successfully managing your session as well as
the client’s expectations requires you to wear a variety of
“hats.” Here are just a few of them.

THE CONCIERGE

“Welcome to the dub stage.” Clients, especially firsttime ones, can frequently show up at the mix carrying a
lot of baggage. They are entrusting a critical part of the
process—one of the last stops along the way—to collaborators who they may not know well or even at all. In
addition, there may be many “fix it in the mix” items to
be addressed. The camera angle they were never able to
get now needs to be solved by the sounds of something
happening off screen. The ADR that didn’t quite turn
out means the virtually unusable production track now
needs to be saved. They are entrusting their precious
package to you in order to bring their vision to fruition
and guide them through this process. And all within an
ever-dwindling span of time. No wonder they’re nervous.
Allaying those concerns by projecting confidence and
knowledge helps. The first step is to have a discussion
with the client about what their objectives are and how
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you, as a team, will REALISTICALLY be able to achieve
them. Are you mixing for movie theaters, video, or the
Internet? Explain the differences in compatibility for
those mediums to head off any later disappointments.
You don’t want to engage in “audio masturbation” on
the dub stage—finessing every subtle detail only to have
it all obscured during a later playback on a pair of crappy
computer speakers.
It’s helpful to explain your favored way of working to
the client and negotiate any modifications to accommodate their needs. Outline the overall schedule—including pre-dubs, final mixing, playback, and “tweaks.” This
understanding of the process will go a long way in knowing what to expect in the coming days—for both you and
your client—as well as create a more pleasant mood on
the dub stage during the process.

THE CAPTAIN AND THE MECHANIC

There’s no denying there IS an element of magical fun in
what we do—why else would the non-masochists among us
do it? You can’t help but feel a surge of power as all those
tracks light up and run through your fingertips—everything coming together for the ride, as you sit behind what
literally looks like a rocket ship. This is usually the first
time anyone has seen the film in an approximately complete form and the excitement can be palpable—and it’s a
great gig for a control freak. The enchantment of motion
pictures is unleashed right there on your dub stage.
Unfortunately, however, it turns out that there IS a
human being behind the curtain, and the magic actually
is hard work. The apparently effortless final result is, in
fact, backed by 10,000 hours of experience. When you
are able to perform instantaneous prestidigitation—
“Take the 60-cycle hum out a production track? <Notch
Notch>—done and done.” “Remove a momentary click
in the middle of a word? <Redraw>—there you go,
Bob’s your uncle.” It can then be discouraging for a client
to discover that a lot of the sorcery isn’t really magic and

actually takes some time to accomplish. “Kill the highlevel broadband noise on an off-mike line? Well, let me
work on that one.”
Sometimes the client can “hear” the desired result so
clearly in their head—and doesn’t understand why we, as
mixers, cannot simply WILL it into being, like all those
other times. They usually don’t comprehend the time and
manipulation required to make that dream come true.
During those periods of sonic surgery, with the seemingly
relentless over-and-over looping of a track, it’s important
to at least briefly keep your client aware of what you’re
attempting to do, or suggest they take a break. Even the
die-hard technically intrigued have a limit in watching the
fly specks get picked out of the pepper.

THE CABBIE AND THE TIMEKEEPER

On a less glamorous level, the mixer can also be considered somewhat of a taxi driver. The meter is running
while we navigate through the myriad tracks before
us—fixing, blending, smoothing into a sleek ride down
all the avenues your client wants to go, navigating obstacles, stopping at all the landmarks and finally arriving
at the desired destination at the appointed time. It’s a
challenge, as you’re not totally in control of the route
you are taking, and have to deal with the sudden “make

a left turn here!” If you spend too much time trying
to make Reel 1 perfect, you may end up “settling” on
Reels 2 through 5. Don’t end up swallowing elephants
because you choked on ants. If you feel like you’re getting bogged down, perhaps it’s better to move on to
another section and come back later to that whiz-bang
complex opening, when you can put it in perspective.
That’s the miracle our nonlinear, non-destructive world
offers—we are freed from proceeding in a step-by-step
fashion (it’s a mixed blessing). I can’t tell you how many
times I’ve started a mix with Reel 2. Just make certain
the client is aware of what the plan is.

THE PSYCHOLOGIST AND THE REFEREE

Rarely is the work that you do under the direction of
only one person. Normally, you can also expect input
from anyone from the picture editor, sound supervisor, post supervisor, composer, assorted producers, or
others. In any case, there is invariably the “playback
for the suits.” Invariably, this is the wild card in the
mix session. You find yourself with dwindling time to
accomplish these “tweaks.” It becomes critical to have
proper time management and perspective. Try and make
sure the “debates” happen at lunchtime, or while you
are performing other adjustments. If it seems there
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are too many “changes” to realistically
accomplish in the allotted time, designate
a secondary list, and keep moving forward. Although you never want to be the
one telling a client “no” (it is, after all,
our role to fulfill the client’s dreams)—
to right: SSM, SMV, and UM400
there areLeftalso
moments when the “Art”
and “Commerce” equation needs to be
examined.
It’s also likely that some of these
notes will be in conflict—after all, this
is a medium where there is no “right”
or “wrong.” In most cases, the political
power structure in the client’s camp will
take care of itself. Sometimes a mixer can
dispel the apparent contradictory wishes
through some creative sleight of ear. (e.g.,
David Fincher’s crew has demonstrated
that music CAN be huge while still hearing the dialogue.) Similarly, distracting
elements of the mix can be stripped away
to emphasize—without increasing levels.
(As Randy Thom CAS says—“Your mix
is as much about what you DON’T play
as what you DO.”)

FINISHING THE HAT

The common wisdom is that you never
really finish a mix, you only abandon it.
Putting all of the final touches and subtle
details into your masterpiece is pretty
much an endless task. But even after
the days on the dub stage are complete,
a project can continue to require your
attention as subsequent “tweak” sessions
or even QC fixes arise. Even though you
feel your work may be done and you’re
ready to move on, it’s important to be
responsive at that time. Remember that
the client is often caught between the mix
and the transfer houses—each debating
the other’s responsibility. It helps to look
at this as an opportunity—even though
you are 95% certain the issue was not
part of the mix process. Being there and
helping solve the problem will prove your
reliability and enhance your credibility
with the client.
And after all, isn’t having a successful
mix and seeing your client on the next
project what so much of this business is
about? It’s a rewarding thing to complete
a project that you’re proud of in a timely
and satisfying manner, ending it with a
handshake and perhaps a tip of the hat. •
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Steve Nelson CAS,
with the invaluable
and indefatigable support of Knox White
and John Sheridan, is
wrapping Season 3 of
The Last Ship. I’ve never
done a Season 3 before.
This is all new to me! This show just gets
bigger and more challenging. It is hard but
never boring. We are super fortunate to
have a terrific crew and a wonderful cast.
Thanks to John for getting us going on
Mary+Jane, an MTV comedy that will take
me up to my cycling trip in the Dordogne,
in the south of France. After that ... who
knows? We’re excited about the opening
of Popstar Never Stop Never Stopping, the
Lonely Island mockumentary we did last
year. Wishing you all a wonderful summer!
Don Hale CAS has been busy mixing and
recording for a wide variety of shows and
projects the past months: a number of
shoots for CBS’s 60 Minutes, which included a location in Squaw Valley, CA, with
extreme skier and adventure sports athlete,
JT Holmes, along with Anderson Cooper
and Colorado-based sound mixer Drew
Levinson assisting in the mix, CBS Sunday
Morning profiles with Elton John, Bonnie
Raitt, and songwriter Diane Warren, commercials for Squarespace shot in North San
Diego County, a Foodsaver commercial for
RCA Films in Laguna Beach, a Land Rover
spot shooting in Northern California, a
Tempur-Pedic commercial with Rocky
Reilly booming, the PBS show NOVA
on “Schools of the Future in San Diego
and Goleta, CA,” the TV pilot Limelight,
a variety of NBC Olympic profiles, ABC’s
20/20 on The Church of Scientology, and
a National Geographic documentary in
partnership with The Surfrider Foundation
about strategies for saving our world’s
oceans in the coming years
Steve Bowerman CAS, Mick Davies, and
Jeffrey C. Hefner have wrapped Season
13 of NCIS and look toward Season 14,
beginning in July. Many thanks to Thomas
Popp, Steve Klinghoffer, Mike Riordan,
George Flores CAS, Devin Golub, and
Kenn Fuller for all the assists and a big
welcome to a new bright star in our audio
world, David Macmillan.
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Kevin Sands CAS is about halfway through
the second season of UnREAL. My excellent
team consists of Naan Spiess on boom and
Stephen Hooper as wiring tech. We are very
proud that our show has just been awarded
a Peabody Award. Cheers to all.
Karol Urban CAS MPSE is mixing Grey’s
Anatomy Season 12 for ABC and Kingdom
for AT&T at Westwind Media. She also
recently finished mixing Vimeo’s Lonely
and Horny at Urban Audio Post.
Jay Patterson CAS, along with Tim
Jones, Kris Manning, and Tom Pinney, just
wrapped the pilot of the new MacGyver,
for CBS.
Technician Ross Levy, boom Rob Scott,
and mixer Lori Dovi CAS just finished up
three weeks of reshoots for Suicide Squad
at Paramount and other locations. We
shot in 60 mph horizontal rain … waterresistant everything!
In addition to teaching university level
courses in production sound as well as
post sound/Pro Tools, Fred Ginsburg
CAS can also be found instructing fellow
professionals. During NAB, he taught all
week on behalf of Audio Technica, sharing
his many years of experience as a production sound mixer with show attendees.
This summer, Fred will be presenting
workshops on production sound and also
on iZotope RX5 to fellow professors during the annual conference of the University
Film & Video Association.
Gary D. Rogers CAS and Dan Hiland
CAS finished the sixth season of The
Walking Dead for AMC, the third season
of Turn Washington Spies for AMC, and
are finishing up the fourth season of
Arrow for The CW. They are currently
mixing the Riverdale pilot for creator/
executive producer Greg Berlanti, and
the untitled paranormal pilot for director
David Nutter on Dub Stage 1 at Warner
Bros. in Burbank.
Glenn Berkovitz CAS and his muy fuerte
crew of Randy Johnson and Denis Perez,
are enjoying their time on set with a
live-action family and their cartoon dad
on Fox’s Son of Zorn. Who knew that
animated characters sweat into their radio
mics just like human folks?
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Kevin Hill CAS and the team at Studio
Unknown have been busy with film festival
screenings and many exciting projects in
the pipeline this year so far. Here are some
of the films that we have recently mixed
that are moving onto festivals and distribution: Indivisible, a feature documentary
that highlights immigration reform and
the fight to reunite families separated by
deportation; Here Comes Rusty, a feature
narrative, starring Fred Willard & Joey
Lauren Adams; SHU-DE! Let’s Go, a very
cool feature music documentary about a
beat boxer who travels on a musical journey
halfway around the world to Kyzyl, Tuva,
where he collaborates and competes with
some of the world’s best throat singers;
Between Us, which played at Tribeca Film
Fest in April to sold-out audiences, starring
Analeigh Tipton and Ben Feldman. Next
up, a super fun comedy/horror called The
Night Watchmen and the M&E for foreign
distribution on A Haunting in Cawdor, starring Cary Elwes.
Frank Morrone CAS and Craig Hunter
CAS are mixing the pilot for MacGyver.
Time to bring paper clips and duct tape
to the stage.
Steven A. Morrow CAS has just finished Casual Season 2 for Hulu, with
Craig Dollinger (boom) and Richard
Bullock (utility). Craig and I will be on a
feature this summer for Paramount called
God Particle.
Eric Batut CAS mixing Power Rangers for
Lionsgate Film, with Dean Israelite directing. Boom operator is Chris Higgins and
sound assistant is Mesh Gutierrez.
NBC Universal Studio Post:
Mix Stage A: John Cook CAS and Bill
Freesh CAS are mixing Season 5 of Veep
for HBO, Season 3 of Brooklyn 99, Last Man
Standing for ABC, Mister Robot for the USA
network, and rounding out the schedule is
Season 1 of Rush Hour, also for NBC.
Mix Stage B: Nello Torri CAS and Alan
Decker CAS are mixing Season 2 of
Outlander for Starz, Season 5 of Grimm
for NBC, and Season 4 of Bates Motel
for A&E. Up ahead, the team will take
on Taken and Emerald City for NBC, and
Tyrant and Shots Fired for Fox. Season 6 of
Homeland will start in September.

Mix Stage C: Pete Reale and Todd
Morrissey are mixing the hit show Suits
for the USA network and the hit series
Chicago Fire and Chicago Police Department,
both for NBC.
Mix Stage G: Kevin Burns CAS and
David Raines CAS are mixing Chicago
Medical and Law & Order: SVU, for creator
Dick Wolfe and NBCUniversal.
Mix 1: Mark Fleming CAS and Rob Carr
CAS are mixing Agent Carter and Agents
of S.H.I.E.L.D. for Marvel. The team also
mixed 12 Monkeys for the Syfy channel.
Mix 2: Matt Waters CAS and Onnalee
Blank CAS are mixing Black Sails for
Starz and Girls for HBO.
Mix 5: Pete Nusbaum CAS and Whitney
Purple are mixing Blackish for ABC and The
Mindy Project, airing on Hulu, Telenovela
for NBC, Just Add Magic for Amazon, Best
Friends Whenever for the Disney channel,
and Uncle Buck for ABC.

with director Shane Black and Amazon
Studios. After that, he went to a brandnew show for the Epic network entitled
Graves, with Nick Nolte and Sela Ward.
Then it was onto Preacher for which we
did second unit for Seth Rogen’s new
AMC show. Currently, Darryl is mixing
the show From Dusk Till Dawn Season 3,
with Robert Rodriguez. “Very exciting
time in the television industry, so glad to
be a part of it. See you in the wide shots,”
says Darryl.
Martin McDonagh’s Three Billboards
Outside of Ebbing Missouri has been a
lot of fun for Jonathan Gaynor CAS,
Tim Cargioli, and Elanor Rimassa. Great
script, great actors, and a very talented
crew … not to mention seeing three bears
cross the road in front of our process
trailer while rolling. That was a first!

Rick Santizo CAS and Santisound, finished off 2015 strong by delivering full
post-production sound for The Other, a
horror film directed by Rick Bieber and
starring Drea de Matteo, Cary Elwes,
Jill Hennessy, Dominic Sherwood, and
Alex Rocco (in his final performance);
The Pulse of Life, a film about the onset
of Alzheimer’s, directed by Eric Steven
Stahl; and several broadcast programs.
2016 has been busy. Now in 2016,
Rick is mixing a documentary for ABC’s
American Crime Season 2; the English
dub for Monkey King: Hero Is Back, starring Jackie Chan; and Lego game trailers
for Star Wars: The Force Awakens and Lego
Marvel’s Avengers by Michael Malerba
MPSE. We’re gearing up for some small
indie films and we continue our mixing collaborations on various films with
Kevin Hill CAS and Studio Unknown.

Brendan Beebe CAS, along with Dennis
Fuller, Sean Brynes, and Sean O’Malley
(Pro Tools playback) are finishing up Big
Little Lies for HBO.

Hitchcock Theater: Jon Taylor CAS
and Frankie Montaño are mixing The
Huntsman: Winter’s War for director
Cedric Nicolas-Troyan and Universal. Up
next for the team, Star Trek Beyond for
director Justin Lin and Paramount.
Paul James Zahnley CAS mixed the
following films in early 2016 on his new
stage on Broadway in San Francisco: Agents
of Change for Abby Ginzberg and Frank
Dawson, Daze of Justice for Michael Siv,
and Knowing Nothing Cold for Jeff Kao.
Paul is currently mixing 12 Love Poems from
the Murder Capital of the World for director
Brad Coley.
Aron Siegel CAS and crew of boom op
Kurt Peterson and sound utility Matt
Derber wrapped the Morgan Creek fea ture
biopic Tupac Shakur: All Eyez on Me, directed
by Benny Boom. Aron started season three
of AMC’s Halt and Catch Fire with AMC
veteran boom op Robert Maxfield and
utility Matt Derber. Aron and Matt reunited with CAS Associate boom op Allen
Williams to finish the season.
It’s been a busy winter for Darryl L.
Frank CAS, coming off a string of movies. Darryl started the year with a pilot
CAS QUARTERLY
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New 7.1 stage at Disher
Sound = happy mixer!
Left to right: Tom Disher,
owner Lisa Devon, sound
editor Paul Zahnley CAS,
re-recording mixer.

s
hamsen CASpaha
st
David Abraba
is
Th
rl.
gi
by

a lovely new
nnah
10:40 p.m., Ha
February 25 at born at UCLA
as
Abrahamsen w
a,
, Santa Monic
Medical Center lb., 13 oz.
6
weighing in at
Ratchet & Clank mix
team at Deluxe in
Toronto: (from left)
Mark Zsifkovits,
re-recording mixer,
J.R. Fountain, supervising sound editor,
Kevin Munroe, director, and Christian
T. Cooke CAS,
re-recording mixer.

Not sure if the award is for the best hat or the
best interactive audio presentation? As has
become a tradition at NAB, Fred Ginsburg
CAS PhD spent the week in the Audio Technica
booth explaining and demonstrating the craft
of production sound recording.

Recent and fa
bulous additio
n
to the Paul R
odriguez CA
S
family … Paul
w
daughter Char ith grandlie.

Brian Nimens CAS recording

the Great Geysir in southwestern
of Iceland. “Got there at 5 a.m.
So I had the place all to myself.”
No men allowed, only women!
Inge Klaudi, makeup, and Erika
Schengili-Roberts CAS on
Conviction pilot.

Rick Santizo CAS, Michael Malerba
MPSE, Ramy Dubrow and Victor Elizalde
from Viva Pictures, and Brad Garrett, mixing The Aviators, an animated feature.
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Boom man Chad Djubek … Getting
ready for another day in the woods
on Outsiders. Not pictured: Mixer
Jim Emswiller CAS and utility
Rob Polhemus.

Chad Djubek on the set

of Outsiders.

Brendan Beebe CAS and Dennis
Fuller chasing the light in Malibu.
Steve Urban MPSE and Karol Urban CAS
MPSE at the MPSE Awards. Karol is so proud
of Steve’s new position on the MPSE Board
and his second consecutive nomination for
sound editing on a feature film. Such a
talented hubby!
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